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Summary 
 

The rapid development in DNA sequencing technologies in the recent years have led to the 

sequencing of several large and complex plant genomes including maize. Recently, the 

International Wheat Genome Sequencing Consortium (IWGSC) released a draft sequence of 

bread wheat genome. Using flow-cytometric sorting, wheat chromosome arms were isolated 

and sequenced with the paired end Illumina technology platform. This resulted in the 

generation of thousands of sequence contigs with N50 <4 Kb, the so called chromosome 

survey sequence or CSS of bread wheat. Wheat CSS assemblies are highly fragmented, 

which decrease the information content of the assemblies. This is caused by the extreme 

repeat content (>80%) leading to assembly fragmentation even at the single chromosome 

level. The work presented in this thesis is part of the Norwegian participation in IWGSC 

and describes integration of mate pair sequences to improve 7B CSS and anchoring of the 

7BL BAC-contig physical map to the genetic and molecular maps.  

In Paper I, we assess for the first time the effect of integrating mate pair sequences from 

flow sorted chromosome arms to reduce the fragmentation of the shotgun assemblies of 

chromosome arms of bread wheat. Three mate pair (MP) libraries with 2 Kb, 3 Kb, and 5 

Kb insert size were sequenced to a total coverage of 89X and 64X for the short and long 

arm of chromosome 7B, respectively. Scaffolding using the SSPACE software tool showed 

moderate effect on 7B assembly contiguity and gene space fragmentation. We suggest that 

this effect is related to the use of DNA produced by multiple displacement amplification 

reaction of flow-sorted chromosome arms of 7B which is known to contain chimeric DNA 

molecules that significantly reduced usefulness of MP. 

In Paper II, we report on the first high-density deletion bin map of a wheat chromosome 7B 

generated with a high-density Comparative Genome Hybridization (CGH) Nimblegen array. 

By using the recently published chromosome survey sequences of bread wheat A, B and D 

subgenomes (IWGSC data repository at http://wheat-urgi.versailles.inra.fr/ ) to design 7B 

specific probes we assign ~8% of the 7B chromosome sequence into 9 chromosomal bins. 

Also our study confirmed and further delineated the former mis-estimation of deletion 

length and deletion type in Del7BL-3, Del7BL-13 and Del7BL-5 deletion stocks. 

In Paper III, we have produced the first anchored physical map of wheat chromosome 7B 

long arm. To achieve this we used a three step strategy of deletion bin mapping, genetic 
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mapping and finally synteny-based mapping using the closely related species 

Brachypodium, rice and sorghum. A total of 109 out of 125 7BL physical contigs were 

assigned to a chromosomal position. Among them 92 physical contigs which span ~95% of 

7BL sequence scaffolds were ordered. 
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Sammendrag 
 

Takket være den svært raske utviklingen av DNA sekvenseringsteknologi de siste årene har 

flere store plantegenom blitt sekvensert. Det internasjonale 

hvetgenomsekvenseringskonsortiet (IWGSC) publiserte nylig den første versjonen av 

genomsekvensen til brødhvete. Arbeidet ble utført ved å isolere kromosomarmene fra 

brødhvete ved hjelp av flow-cytometrisk sortering, etterfulgt av såkalt paired-end 

sekvensering med Illuminateknologi. Resultatet, som refereres til som “survey sekvensen 

(CSS) til brødhvete består av tusenvis av såkalte sekvenskontiger med N50 mindre enn 4 

Kb. Dette betyr at sekvensen er høyst fragmentert, noe som reduserer informasjonsinnholdet 

til sekvensen. Fragmenteringen skyldes at genomsekvensen inneholder mer enn 80% 

repeterte sekvenser. Arbeidet er en del av den norske deltakelsen i IWGSC og beskriver 

effekten av å integrere mate pair sekvensdata for å forbedre kromosom 7B CSS sekvensen 

og forankringen av 7BL BAC fysiske kontiger til det genetiske kartet for 7BL. 

I publikasjon I undersøker vi for første gang effekten av å integrere mate-pair 

sekvensdata for flow-sorterte kromosomarmer for å redusere fragmenteringen til CSS 

sekvensen. Vi benytter tre mate-pair bibliotek med 2kb, 3kb og 5kb klonede fragmenter og 

med en dekningsgrad i sekvenseringen på henholdsvis 89 og 64 ganger for den korte og 

lange armen av kromosome 7B. Forengelse (eng. scaffolding) av de sammenhengene 

sekvensene vha computerprogrammet SSPACE viste en moderat forbedring av 

sekvenskvaliterten.  Vi konkluderer med at årsaken er at det ble benyttet DNA som etter 

isolering vha flow-sortering ble amplifisert vha PCR I den såkalte “multiple displacement 

amplifiserings” reaksjonen (MDA) some er kjent for å gi kimære DNA molekyler, et 

fenomen some er kjent for å redusere nytten av mate-pair data.  

 I publikasjon II beskriver vi det første høytetthets-delesjon-binkartet for 

brødhvetekromosom 7B. Kartet ble generert ved hjelp av Nimbelgens høytetthets 

comparative genom hybridiserings array (CGH). Basert på den nylig publiserte CSS 

sekvensen fra IWGSC for A, B and D subgenomenen til brødhvete (IWGSC data deponi 

ved http://wheat-urgi.versailles.inra.fr/) identifiserte vi 7B spesifikke prober for omlag 8% 

av kromosom 7B sekvensen fordelt på 9 delesjonsområder. Vår undersøkelse korrigerte 

også den tidligere feil estimerte lengden og delesjonstypen for Del7BL-3, Del7BL-13 og 

Del7BL-5. 
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I manusckript III presenterer vi det første fysiske kartet for den lange armen av brødhvete 

kromosom 7B. For å oppnå dette benyttet vi en tredelt strategi; først delesjonskartlegging, 

genetisk kartlegging og tilsist syntenibasert kartlegging ved hjelp av data fra de nært 

beslektete artene Brachypodium, ris og sorghum. I alt ble 109 av de totalt 125 7BL fysiske 

kontigene for denne kromosomarmen tildelt en kartposisjon. Blant disse ble 92 forlengede 

kontiger, som tilsammen representerer 95% av den samlede lengden av den produserte 

sekvensen for 7BL sorter i riktig rekkefølge.  
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Introduction 
 

Wheat is the most widely cultivated cereal worldwide, being grown in temperate climates 

from Scandinavia and Russia in the north to Argentina in the south, including upland 

regions in the tropics [1]. It is one of the oldest domesticated plants and it is proposed that 

its first cultivation occurred about 10,000 years ago with the transition from hunter-gatherer 

to agricultural societies. The genome of Triticum aestivum (genome AABBDD) arose from 

at least one homoploid- and two polyploid hybridization events. According to recent 

findings, a homoploid hybridization between species of the A and the B lineages 5-6 million 

years ago (Mya) gave rise to the wheat D-genome lineage [2]. The second hybridization is 

estimated to have occurred approximately 500,000 years ago between the two grass species 

Triticum urartu (the A genome donor), and Aegilops speltoides (the B genome donor) giving 

rise to tetraploid emmer wheat (T. turgidum; AABB). The third hybridization is believed to 

have occurred approximately 10,000 years ago between cultivated tetraploid wheat and the 

wild grass Ae. taushii (D genome) to form modern hexaploid bread wheat (AABBDD) [3-5] 

(Figure 1). The two last hybridizations were followed by chromosome doubling in the new 

hybrid, enabling normal bivalent formation at meiosis and thus the production of fertile 

plants.  

 

Figure 1. The evolutionary and 

genome relationships between 

cultivated bread, durum 

wheats and related wild diploid 

grasses. The figure is from [3]. 
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Currently, about 95% of the wheat grown worldwide is hexaploid bread wheat mostly used 

for bread making with the remaining 5% being tetraploid wheat used for pasta making [5]. 

Wheat grain is rich in protein, minerals and vitamins and accounts for more than 20% of 

total calories in the human diet. With the global population expected to reach 9.6 million by 

2050, wheat breeders, researches and growers need to increase wheat production by 70% to 

meet future demand [6, 7]. One important tool for breeders to be able to meet production 

demands is the deployment of molecular breeding methods that allow for faster 

development of higher yielding and better adapted varieties. Having a physically ordered 

genome sequence allows the development of molecular markers for marker assisted 

selection (MAS) and precision breeding. However, despite the fact that wheat has high 

socio-economic impact, bread wheat is one of the last major crops lacking a high-quality 

reference genome sequence.  

The reason we still lack a genome reference sequence for wheat is that the wheat genome 

was long considered impossible to sequence due to the large genome size (17Gbp), extreme 

repeat content (>80% of TE in the genome), and polyploid nature. However, in parallel with 

revolution in sequencing technology, a number of initiatives such as the International Wheat 

Genome Sequencing Consortium (IWGSC), The UK wheat consortium (www.wheatisp.org) 

and the European TriticeaeGenome FP7 (http://www.triticeaegenome.eu/ ) project were 

established to develop genomic resources and knowledge to provide foundation for 

sequencing and physical mapping of the wheat genome.  

The IWGSC is an international public-private initiative that was established with the aim to 

sequence the wheat genome for accelerating wheat improvement (www.wheatgenome.org ). 

The participating countries of IWGSC include Norway, UK, France, Germany, Italy, 

Switzerland, Czech Republic, Estonia, Russia, India, China, Japan, Australia, Israel and the 

United States. Norway is taking responsibility for sequencing and mapping chromosome 

7B, the second largest chromosome in wheat after 3B [8]. The work presented in this thesis 

is part of the Norwegian project to sequence chromosome 7B led by prof. Odd-Arne Olsen. 

The complete genome sequence will provide a gene catalogue and be an essential step in 

understanding the biology of this important crop. Moreover, the availability of a reference 

genome is expected to allow for discovery of new genes and regulatory sequences and will 

serve as a foundation for marker development to facilitate trait mapping and make marker-

assisted selection in wheat more feasible [9]. 
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Present status of wheat genomic resources  
 

The allohexaploid wheat genome is one of the largest among crop species, 110 and 40 times 

of Arabidopsis and rice, respectively. Despite its hexaploid nature with three sets of 7 

chromosomes, bread wheat behaves as a diploid, undergoing bivalent chromosome pairing 

during meiosis. In the past years, the availability of wheat genomics data in the public 

databases has grown rapidly. A significant insight into the transcribed portion of genome 

was obtained through large-scale sequencing of expressed sequence tags (ESTs). Until 

recently the main genomic resources for wheat to use were 1,268,372 ESTs 

(http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/genbank/dbest/dbest_summary/), ~57,000 unigenes 

(http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/unigene/statistics/ ), and 17,000 full-length cDNA sequences 

(http://trifldb.psc.riken.jp) [10]. A set of 16,000 ESTs were also mapped to chromosome 

specific bins, providing knowledge on the distribution of genes among sub-genomes and 

genes along the chromosomes. These genomic resources were essential for studies of 

individual genes, expression analysis, microarray designs [11, 12], and were utilized 

intensely for marker development [11]. 

Sequencing of bread wheat and its diploid relatives 
 

More recently, the bread wheat genome was shotgun sequenced to a 5-fold coverage using 

Roche 454 technology [13]. In order to assemble these shotgun reads, local assemblies were 

carried out on similar reads that formed clusters based on sequence similarity to orthologs in 

Brachypodium (Brachypodium distachyon), sorghum (Sorghum bicolor), barley (Hordeum 

vulgare L.) and rice (Oryza sativa). This assembly had a N50<1Kbp and represented ~22% 

of the wheat genome. In order to identify the subgenome origin of assemblies, sequences 

were classified using machine learning algorithms based on their similarity to the genomes 

sequence of the D genome donor species Ae. taushii, A genome relative Triticum 

monococcum and cDNA sequences of the B genome progenitor Ae. speltoides. Comparative 

analysis with these diploid relative genomes and other sequenced grass genomes allowed 

Brenchley and colleagues to identify around 96,000 genes with two-third of them assigned 

to the three subgenomes (A, B and D) of hexaploid wheat [13]. Soon after this publication 

two papers were published in the same issue of Nature, presenting draft genome sequences 

and analysis of two wheat diploid relatives, Triticum urartu [14] and Ae. tauschii [15]. The 

draft for T. urartu predicted 34,879 protein-coding genes, while the Ae. tauschii genome 
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was estimated to contain 43,150 protein-coding genes. The genome data of Ae. tauschii 

predicted the presence of genes encoding 159 previously unknown microRNAs, some of 

which may contribute to the ability of bread wheat to grow in low-nutrients soil [15]. Other 

findings related to sequencing of the diploid relatives of the bread wheat A and the D 

genomes are the identification of unique disease resistance genes. The A genome identified 

593 R proteins versus just 197 in Brachypodium and 460 in rice; and there are twice as 

many R gene analogues in the D genome as in rice and six times as many as in maize [14, 

15].  

For the first time, the complexity of hexaploid bread wheat genome was reduced to 

individual chromosomes and subsequently sequenced by IWGSC initiative [16]. In this 

initiative, using flow-cytometric sorting wheat chromosome/chromosome arms were 

isolated and then sequenced to a depth of between 30X and 241X with the Illumina 

technology platform. The sequence reads were assembled into so-called chromosome survey 

sequence (CSS) assemblies. In total, 124,201 gene loci were identified in CSS assemblies 

with higher number on the B subgenome (44,523; 35%) compared to the A and D 

subgenomes which contained 40,253 (33%) and 39,425 (32%), respectively. Noteworthy, 

the distribution at the chromosomal level didn’t follow this pattern. Authors explained it by 

preexisting differences in the subgenomes prior to polyploidization. The study didn’t reveal 

any pronounced bias in gene content, structure, or composition between the different wheat 

subgenomes. Also no evidence for transcriptional dominance of an individual subgenome 

was observed. Using a combination of high density wheat SNP mapping and synteny to 

sequenced grass genome more than 75,000 genes were positioned along wheat 

chromosomes. 

The Brenchley et al. [13], Ling et al. [14], Jia et al. [15] and IWGSC [16] publications 

represented the first attempts to sequence and produce a draft version of the bread wheat 

genome and its progenitors, providing a framework for identifying genes, developing 

molecular markers and further genome analysis. The IWGSC work not only detected and 

described a large proportion of the gene complement of bread wheat but also provided their 

chromosomal assignment. This serves a first major milestone in facilitating the isolation of 

genes controlling agronomically important traits.  However, these studies also clearly 

demonstrated that whole genome shotgun sequencing of bread wheat genome is not 

sufficient to produce assemblies with significant level of contiguity (N50<100Kb). Even 

when the sequencing was performed for individual chromosomes, assemblies were very 
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fragmented with N50 less than 4Kb. A major challenge in applying whole genome/whole 

chromosome shotgun sequencing to large and complex plant genomes such as wheat is 

highly repetitive structure of the genome. In wheat, transposable elements can range in size 

from 100bp to several hundred kilobases [17]. Another complication comes with the 

difficulties of whole genome/whole chromosome shotgun sequencing to resolve highly 

similar families of paralogous and/or homeologous genes. Both of these situations can lead 

to underrepresentation of gene space due to collapse of duplicated regions in the assembly. 

For example, it was shown that de-novo assemblies of the human genome were 16.2% 

shorter than the reference genome because sequences with identity exceeding 85% resulted 

in sequence collapse [18]. Moreover, only 57% of the genes had sufficient representation in 

the assembly, while over 2300 exons were completely absent in the study by Li et al. [19]. 

In general, the level of fragmentation and miss-assembly can be very high and lead to the 

difficulties of genome analysis.  

BAC-by-BAC sequencing: map first, sequence later. 
 

While future long-read single molecule sequencing technologies may enable reconstruction 

of large and complex genomes using only whole genome shotgun sequencing [20], the 

presently only realistic approach to obtain a complete reference genome sequence of bread 

wheat is a physical map based sequencing strategy. For complex genomes, physical maps 

constructed based on restriction fragment fingerprints of BAC clones are fairly robust 

because even in the presence of interspersed repeat sequences along the BAC inserts 

(typically 100-220Kb long) a unique restriction pattern is generated. The technologies for 

physical map construction include SNaPshot [21], whole-genome profiling [22, 23], optical 

mapping [24, 25] and genome mapping [26]. SNaPshot is a restriction fingerprinting 

method which uses restriction digestion of the DNA from individual BAC clones by cutting 

with multiple restriction endonucleases and sizing of the fragments with capillary 

electrophoresis [27]. Based on the pattern of restriction fragment overlaps minimum tiling 

path (MTP) which represents a set of BACs that cover entire chromosome with a minimum 

overlap is identified. Next, the BACs in the MTP are sequenced in pools or BAC-by-BAC 

to reduce the complexity of the assembly of BAC-sequences. The first plant genome to be 

fully sequenced using the BAC-by-BAC method was Arabidopsis thaliana [28]. The same 

strategy was later applied to rice, poplar and maize [29-31]. IWGSC has also chosen a 

BAC-by-BAC strategy for sequencing bread wheat genome. One key challenge with this 
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strategy when applied to the entire wheat genome is its polypoid structure. Due to low 

divergence between homoeologous chromosomes, regions from homoeologous 

chromosomes will have too many restriction fragments in common and will be assembled 

into single chimeric contigs. Instead, technological advances in flow sorting of 

chromosomes and the availability of individual chromosome and chromosome arm genetic 

stocks was used to reduce the complexity of the hexaploid genome allowing production of 

physical maps of individual wheat chromosomes/chromosome arms [32]. In order to sort 

individual chromosomes using this method, mitotic chromosomes are stained with DNA 

fluorochrome and introduced to a flow chamber which results in distribution of fluorescence 

signal intensity (“the flow karyotype”) with each chromosome ideally recognized by 

individual peak. One complication initially was that the bread wheat flow karyotype only 

clearly separated chromosome 3B from the remaining 20 chromosomes forming three 

composite peaks (Figure 2A).  

 

 

Figure 2. Flow karyotyping in bread wheat. A) The wheat cv. CS (2n=6x=42) flow karyotype 

consists of one single chromosome peak (3B) and three composite peaks consisting of the remaining 

20 chromosomes (peaks I-III).  B) The double ditelosomic line dDt3D carries the two arms of 

chromosome 3D in the form of two distinct telosomes, each of which is smaller than any of the 20 

entire wheat chromosome, forming discrete, sortable peaks. The figure is reproduced with 

permission from [33]. 
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Physical map construction using FPC and LTC software packages. 
 

The assembly of BAC fingerprints into physical contigs for large and repeat-rich genomes is 

a complex task. One of the standard programs for creating contigs from fingerprinted clones 

is FPC (FingerPrintedContigs) [34, 35], applied for example to the Brachypodium [36], rice 

[37] and sorghum genomes [38]. FPC groups related clones into contigs by using a pair-list 

algorithm to compare all fingerprints within a database to each other and calculate the 

coincidence score (Sulston score; i.e. probability that the number of shared bands is a 

coincidence). Two clones are potentially physically overlapping if their coincidence score is 

below a given threshold [35]. FPC starts the assembly process using stringent Sulston score 

cutoff and relaxes stringency to elongate fingerprint contigs. Although many physical maps 

have been build using FPC algorithm, quite a lot of errors have been identified in such 

contig assemblies [39]. Furthermore, the application of FPC is even more limited when 

dealing with complex genomes such as wheat and barley. Due to the high level of repetitive 

DNA in wheat genome, the criteria FPC uses for BAC contig assembly often result in short 

and unreliable assemblies. In addition, the presence of repetitive and poorly fingerprinted 

“questionable” clones (Q-clones) can lead to false overlaps and thus wrongly assembled 

contigs [40].  

Recently, a software package called LTC (Linear Topological Contig) was developed to 

reduce the rate of false overlaps between BAC clones using new cutoff calculation method 

[40]. The main improvement of the LTC algorithm over FPC is that LTC initiates clustering 

using a liberal cutoff (opposite of FPC strategy) and then iteratively increases stringency 

until fingerprint contigs take on a linear structure (Figure 3). In LTC, “non-linear” clusters 

are split into sub-clusters with linear topological structure. LTC has been shown to 

outperform FPC by building contigs that are longer with more reliable ordering, and being 

more robust to errors caused by false and missing bands, therefore leading to more reliable 

MTP [41-43].  
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Figure 3. A) Top: physical clone overlaps. Bottom: network representation of clones (nodes) and 

clone overlaps (edges). Colors are used to show correspondence between physical and network 

representations of clone overlaps. Weak connections caused by low coverage are marked in red. The 

figure is taken from [43]. B) An example of the network representation of significant clone overlaps 

of BAC contig. Vertices represent the clones, edges represent the highly significant overlaps. Figure 

is taken from [44].  

Moving from multiple physical contigs to pseudochromosome. 
 

Although BACs are ordered and oriented within BAC contigs, the order of the BAC contigs 

themselves remains unresolved. Thus, once physical maps have been assembled it is 

essential to integrate physical contigs with the genetic maps to determine the order and 

orientation of the BAC contigs to reconstruct the chromosome sequence. In wheat, genetic 

mapping is problematic as a result of low recombination rates in the centromeric and 

pericentromeric regions, which can span up to 50% of the chromosome length [45]. Studies 

of recombination rates for wheat chromosome 3B showed a recombination-rate gradient 

with the highest recombination in distal subtelomeric chromosome regions [45]. 

To facilitate construction of high-density genetic maps in wheat, many efforts have been 

undertaken. The first markers used for genetic mapping were based on differences in 

restriction fragment polymorphism (RFLP) [46]. Later, PCR-based markers such as RAPDs 

based on polymorphism in primer binding sites [47], AFLP markers based on polymorphism 

in restriction endonuclease recognition sites [48] and SSR markers which represent 

microsatellites [49] were used for genetic mapping. More recently, SNP markers became the 
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markers of choice because they are abundant and amenable to high-throughput genotyping. 

With advances in next-generation sequencing, high-throughput identification and 

genotyping of SNP markers have progressed to a significant degree in wheat [50-53]. The 

first high-density 9,000 SNP Infinium assay was developed by an USA/Australia 

collaborative project and was applied for genotyping of a diverse set of tetraploid and 

hexaploid wheats. More recently, a genotyping array containing about 90,000 gene-

associated SNPs discovered using transcriptome data from 19 accessions of hexaploid and 

18 accessions of tetraploid wheat was developed [52]. A total of 46,977 SNPs from the 

wheat 90K array were genetically mapped using a combination of eight mapping 

populations [52]. Genotyping of SNPs in polyploid wheat by hybridization methods is 

complicated by the presence of homoeologous and paralogous copies of genes because 

probes can hybridize not only to target locus, but also to it homoeologous and/or paralogues 

gene copies.  

Approaches complementing recombination mapping in wheat. 
 

The limited resolution of genetic approaches to mapping of the wheat genome is 

increasingly being complemented by other mapping approaches. The polyploid nature of 

wheat and its tolerance to various forms of aneuploidy have been exploited for developing 

wheat cytogenetic stocks, including monosomic [54], nullisomic-tetrasomic [55], 

ditelosomic [56] and deletion lines [57]. Wheat deletion stocks were generated by 

monosomic addition of a gametocidal chromosome (Aegilops cylindrica) to Chinese Spring. 

The presence of this Aegilops cylindrica chromosome induces single chromosomal breaks in 

gametes that lack the alien chromosome followed by the concomitant loss of the segment 

distal to the breakpoint. Based on a set of more than 400 deletion lines, the wheat genome 

was subdivided into 159 chromosome bins of approximately 40Mb [58]. Deletion stocks 

have been extensively used for molecular mapping in Chinese Spring, providing 

information on the physical positions of genes and markers to specific chromosome arms 

and chromosomal bins [58-61]. However, due to the relatively large deletion sizes their 

application to high-resolution mapping is limited since the loci within each bin cannot be 

ordered. 

An alternative to recombination based approaches, radiation-hybrid mapping (RH) has been 

used successfully to develop integrated physical maps in animals [62-64]. The radiation 

hybrid method does not depend on the meiotic recombination rates, but rather on co-
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retention of markers in radiation induced deletions of chromosomes to order and determine 

the physical distance between markers [65]. The advantage of this method is that fewer lines 

(i.e. individuals) can be used to generate high-resolution maps and that genotyping is based 

on the presence-absence polymorphism with no need for polymorphic markers. RH 

mapping was first performed on the human X chromosome [62], and have later been used 

for mapping animal genomes such as zebra fish [63] and the porcine genome [64]. The 

potential of RH mapping for high-resolution mapping in plants has been shown in wheat 

studies including chromosome 1D [66], 3B [67] and D-genome [68]. In plants, radiation 

hybrid panels are developed by seed and pollen irradiation [69] and through in vitro 

procedures [70]. In seed irradiation, donor seeds are irradiated and plants germinated from 

these seeds are crossed with recipient plants, while in pollen irradiation, the recipient plant 

is pollinated with irradiated pollen of a donor plant. After irradiation, the ends of the 

induced chromosome breaks are assumed to rejoin by homology directed repair or non-

homologous end joining which may result in the loss of DNA fragments of different size 

[71]. The first RH panel in plants was produced for maize chromosome 9 in an oat 

monosomic addition line and characterized with 21 maize chromosome specific markers 

[72]. The estimates of mapping resolution for this panel were at the 0.5- to 1.0-Mb level. 

Later, RH panels were produced in wheat with estimates of mapping resolution of ~199Kb 

and ~140Kb for 1D and wheat D-genome, respectively [66, 68]. It is noteworthy that 

although the theoretical resolution in these panels is extremely high, no reports have 

demonstrated the use of RH mapping to order and orient BAC contigs at a chromosome 

scale in wheat.  

Finally, by taking advantage of evolutionary conserved gene order (collinearity) between 

grass genomes, genomics studies in the Triticeae have shown that comparative genomics 

approaches can be of use in the process of sequence contig ordering. To date, five Triticeae 

genomes have been sequenced, namely rice [31], Brachypodium [73], Sorghum [38], maize 

[30] and foxtail millet [74]. A synteny driven approach, the so-called GenomeZipper, where 

virtual gene order in a genome is created based on the syntenic information from the 

sequenced model grasses has been applied on the barley genome [75, 76], wheat 

chromosomes 4A [77] and 1BL [78], rye chromosomes [79] and Lolium [80]. Although 

synteny-based mapping approaches can be powerful, inversions and translocations of genes 

and gene blocks in wheat relative to other grass genomes are common [81]. 
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Reference genomes: gaps and errors. 
 

The cost of generating a high-quality genome sequence is a major consideration when 

deciding on a sequencing strategy. Even though many basic questions can be answered 

using a low-cost whole-genome sequencing (WGS) assembly, a high-quality reference 

genome sequence is essential for understanding and correctly interpreting the biology of an 

organism.  Fragmented genome sequences with high error rates may not be effectively used 

as it does not provide complete and reliable information and conclusions based on such 

assemblies can be incorrect. Genome errors such as erroneous nucleotide substitutions, 

insertions or deletions or larger-scale translocations may mislead genome annotations and 

analyses [39, 82, 83]. 

Although highly desirable, a perfect reference genome for an organism is difficult and 

costly to obtain. For example, the human reference genome sequence has the highest quality 

of all the mammalian genome sequences, but still contains many errors and gaps. It was 

shown that the “finished” assembly contained over 300 gaps in euchromatic portion of the 

genome, tilling path errors and regions represented by uncommon alleles. Some structurally 

complex regions were not resolved within the human assemblies until large insert clones 

were recovered and completely sequenced [84]. In general, whole genome shotgun 

assemblies are more prone to errors than genome assemblies obtained from BAC-by-BAC 

sequencing. Many large and long-range mis-assemblies were detected in the WGS sequence 

of rice, including missing sequences, spurious inversions, multiple assignment of identical 

sequence contigs (i.e. spurious duplication) and mis-assignment of sequence contigs (i.e. 

spurious translocation) [85]. In contrast, the map-based BAC-by-BAC strategy reduces the 

complexity of the assembly process by portioning the genome into smaller pieces. In this 

situation assembly errors are likely to be localized  to individual sequenced BAC clones or 

merges between BAC clones  [86].  

Approaches of anchoring physical map to molecular maps. 
 

Physical maps can be anchored to molecular maps through different methods including 

experimental anchoring (when sequence of BACs is unknown) or by computational in silico 

anchoring (when the BAC sequence is known). In silico anchoring refers to the homology 

searches of BAC sequences against the marker sequences on the genetic maps to define the 

chromosomal position of the BAC. Experimental anchoring includes library screening of 
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BAC libraries (or BAC pools) with molecular markers by PCR-based or/and hybridization-

based approaches. For example, integration of physical map of 1B was performed by 

hybridization of three dimensional MTP BAC DNA pools to the Nimblegen 40K array, 

containing 39,179 wheat NCBI UniGenes [43], while for 3B anchoring of the physical map 

was performed by screening three-dimensional BAC pools with PCR-based markers [67]. 

All the anchoring of MTP BAC contigs for chromosome 7B was performed in silico using 

BLASTN homology searches against selected marker sequences.  

The value of the finished bread wheat genome. 
 

A high quality reference sequence is not relatively complete but provides as complete as 

possible access to gene models of a genome, the regulatory elements that control their 

function and a framework for understanding genomic variation. For breeders, access to a 

genome sequence allows high resolution identification of existing genetic variation as well 

as the monitoring of this variation in breeding programs. Additional benefits include direct 

access to all gene content, predicted gene function and mapping information. Knowledge of 

promoter sequences carries the possibility to monitor epigenetic status of genes and gene 

expression level monitoring using RNAseq or microarrays. Also, with decreasing cost of 

sequencing, re-sequencing to access genetic information is also becoming feasible. For 

breeders, approaches such as genome wide association studies (GWAS) [87], marker-

assisted selection [88] and genomic selection [89] are becoming more realistic also for 

wheat in the not too distant future.  
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Objectives of the thesis 
 

Principal objective 
 

The current study is a part of the Norwegian participation in the International Wheat 

Genome Sequencing Consortium (IWGSC) which aims to sequence bread wheat genome. 

The principal objective of this study is to evaluate the sequencing methodology for wheat 

chromosome 7B and to produce an anchored physical map for this chromosome based on 

the sequenced BACs.  

The specific objectives are as follows: 
 

1) To investigate whether integration of long range mate pair libraries improves the 

shotgun sequence assembly of wheat chromosome 7B  

2) To produce a cytogenetic deletion bin map of chromosome 7B 

3) To investigate the utility of radiation-hybrid population as tool for chromosome 7B 

mapping  

4) To anchor 7BL physical map to genetic maps and molecular maps 
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Results and discussion 
 

Integration of mate pair sequences to improve shotgun assemblies of flow-
sorted chromosome arms of hexaploid wheat 

 
Due to revolutionary advances in next-generation sequencing (NGS) technologies, whole-

genome shotgun (WGS) strategies have become the methods of choice for sequencing of 

many organisms, as it allows sequencing of genome irrespective of its size within a short 

time and for relatively cheap price. Recently, using chromosome sorting and NGS 

technologies, NGS-based sequencing of the wheat chromosomes/chromosome arms was 

performed by the IWGSC initiative. The purpose of this work was to provide the first draft 

sequence of the bread wheat genome for each of the 21 chromosomes [16]. In this initiative 

isolated wheat chromosome/chromosome arms were sequenced to a depth of between 30X 

and 241X with the Illumina technology platform. The paired end sequence reads were 

assembled with the short-read assembly tool ABySS [90]. This resulted in generation of 

thousands of sequence contigs for each wheat chromosome with N50 less than 4Kb 

excluding contigs shorter than 200bp [16]. Rather than long contiguous sequences spanning 

large chromosome regions as obtained in vertebrate genome assemblies [91], the wheat 

assemblies of short de novo reads are highly fragmented. The main reason for the low 

assembly quality is the high complexity of the wheat genome harboring high amounts of 

repetitive elements with high sequence identity that during the assembly process collapse 

into single sequence. One approach permitting us to “jump” across repetitive DNA in order 

to link (scaffold) contigs for a more contiguous assembly is to use long fragment mate pair 

(MP) sequencing libraries [92]. In an ideal situation, the result of such scaffolding strategy 

is one to a few scaffolds per chromosome with gaps of correct length separating the contigs. 

 In Paper I, we investigate to what extent long fragment MP libraries improve wheat 

paired-end (PE) assemblies by scaffolding. To address this question we have used MP 

libraries of 2-, 3- and 5-Kb insert size from DNA produced by a multiple displacement 

amplification (MDA) reaction of flow-sorted chromosome arms of 7B. Several assemblies 

using different stringency parameters were performed with the SSPACE assembly 

scaffolding tool [93]. Our result show that addition of 2-, 3- and 5-Kb MP libraries produced 

from MDA DNA of flow-sorted wheat chromosome arms improved assembly statistics, but 

that the improvement was greatly dependent on scaffolding stringency. For example, the 
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assembly N50 was improved substantially at low stringency by 6-7.5-fold, while at the 

highest stringency, N50 was increased only by 1.3-1.8-fold compared to PE assemblies. 

Even at low stringency the observed improvement was lower than that  reported for recently 

sequenced plant genomes including cucumber [94], cacao [94], watermelon [95] and 

bamboo [95]. It is also noteworthy that improvement in the assembly statistics was 

accompanied by increased assembly errors/reduced assembly correctness. Thus, when 

scaffolds achieved with different stringency criteria were compared with 50 sequenced 

random BAC clones from 7BL, a strong correlation between estimated scaffold reliability 

and scaffold assembly stringency was observed (paper I Fig.3B).  

We hypothesize that the relatively modest improvement of assembly quality is related to the 

use of MDA DNA for our MP libraries, which is known to contain chimeric DNA 

molecules that significantly reduced usefulness of MP. Although the MP libraries had high 

sequencing coverage, the proportion of properly oriented read pairs was low (~ 40%). No 

evidence for non-wheat origin or other contamination of incorrectly oriented reads was 

found. However, although the performance of MP libraries was not ideal, mate pair reads 

successfully linked up exons from fragmented gene sequences and connected genes from 

different contigs (paper I Table 4). 

In general, MP libraries could be a good alternative over traditional bacterial artificial 

chromosome sequencing because the libraries for sequencing can be produced by relatively 

simple procedures without the need for laborious cloning, colony picking, DNA clone 

isolation, etc. However, before investing money and time into sequencing and integration of 

MP libraries into assemblies of complex repeat-rich genomes, it is important to consider 

what degree of assembly improvement and quality may be expected for a given project. 

From our work we conclude that the effect of 2-, 3-, 5-Kb MP short libraries is rather 

moderate. However, we do anticipate that for wheat assembly large insert MP sequencing 

can be more beneficial than short MP libraries. As shown for the rat genome [96] short-

insert libraries (PE and 3Kb MP) were much less efficient in spanning long repetitive 

elements, such as LINEs or LTRs, than large insert MP libraries (>=15Kb). However it is 

also should be noted that the MDA DNA source is insufficient to provide DNA for long 

range “linking” libraries, as DNA fragments longer than 5Kb appear substantially 

underrepresented after MDA.  
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Subsequent to the publication of paper I, under the framework of the 7B IWGSC project, 

10Kb and 20Kb insert fragment libraries were produced from pooled DNA of neighboring 

MTP BACs (7B IWGSC, unpublished), allowing us to perform a pilot experiment to assess 

the quality and impact of 10- and 20-Kb mate pair inclusion. The SSPACE k=5 assembly 

had a substantial N50 increase by 2.7-fold compared to the N50 of the assembly obtained 

after addition of the 2+3+5 Kb MP libraries. In contrast to 2-,3- and 5K libraries, where 

only ~1.5% of reads were used for scaffolding, the proportion of used reads was 72% and 

59.4% for 10K and 20K libraries, respectively. Also worth mentioning is that the number of 

erroneously oriented MP reads was as low as 1.6% and 3.82% for the 10Kb and 20Kb insert 

libraries, respectively. After inclusion of all MP libraries, the largest scaffold was 8.4X 

larger than longest PE contig. 

The findings of Paper I have important implication on how to direct and improve future 

wheat chromosome sequencing and assembly. Moreover, the availability of de novo 

scaffolds and contigs allowed us to generate large set of 7B chromosome specific markers to 

be further applied in 7B mapping studies. In the future, we can expect improvements in the 

production of mate pair libraries, both in terms of accuracy of the insert-size and of the 

suppression of errors. Among third generation technologies, in my opinion, the greatest 

potential lies with single molecule sequencing performed by e.g. PacBio RS, which can 

generate read length of 10kb and longer. However until now, the error rate of single-

molecule reads is in the range of 10-18%, which has limited their application [97]. 

Utilization of deletion bins to anchor and order sequences along the wheat 
7B chromosome 
 
Independent of the sequencing strategy used, it is still not possible to generate one 

continuous sequence per chromosome, especially for large and complex genomes such as 

wheat. After assembly of the sequencing data from e.g. individual BACs, the assembly of 

the chromosome is expected to consist of thousands of unordered contigs/scaffolds lacking 

chromosome positional information. To assemble a reference sequence where 

contigs/scaffolds are placed in order and the gaps between them are estimated, it is 

necessary to anchor sequences on high resolution genome maps. This is usually done by 

approaches based on genetic and physical mapping [98-101]. In wheat, suppression of 

recombination in the (peri) centromeric region impedes efforts to resolve the order of 

sequences using recombination based genetic maps. Several studies have shown that the 
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recombination frequency in wheat chromosomes is lowest in the centromeric region and 

reaches its maximum towards the distal end [45]. Such suppression of recombination limits 

genetic anchoring resolution for the (peri) centromeric area, leading to a high number of 

plysical contigs to be anchored to the same genetic position without an individual order. 

One approach to overcome the limitations imposed by meiotic mapping that was applied to 

the integration of BAC-based physical maps of wheat (e.g. 3B, 1BL, 1BS) is to combine 

meiotic mapping, deletion bin mapping, radiation hybrid mapping and mapping based on 

synteny with fully sequenced model grass genomes (like Brachypodium, rice and sorghum) 

[43, 67, 78].  

In paper II, we developed a genotyping array containing 49,500 wheat chromosome 7B 

specific probes and used it to genotype cv. Chinese Spring (CS) 7B deletion stocks to 

anchor sequence contigs/scaffolds to deletion bins. In total, we genotyped eleven 7B 

deletion stocks of cv. Chinese Spring subdividing the chromosome into nine deletion bins. 

In total, 3,671 sequence contigs and scaffolds that are described in paper I were mapped to 

nine deletion bins of 7B. The bin map produced in paper II is the highest density deletion 

bin map for any wheat chromosome so far, providing 100 times more bin-mapped 7B 

sequences compared to the previous study by Hossain et al. [102]. Our 7B deletion bin map 

allowed us to perform in silico anchoring of 7B BAC sequences to deletion bins and 

significantly contributed to the successful anchoring of the 7BL physical map (paper III).  

Genotyping of polyploid wheat with hybridization based methods is complicated by the 

highly similar DNA sequences of homoeologous or paralogues due to the low specificity of 

oligonucleotide probe hybridization. Hence, to maximize probe specificity we used the 

chromosome survey sequences of 7A and 7D chromosomes (IWGSC data repository at 

http://wheat-urgi.versailles.inra.fr/) to remove probe sequences with high sequence 

similarity across sub-genomes. Our strategy to call presence/absence genotype variation in 

the CS deletion stocks relied on the model-based clustering method (Mclust) which 

separates classes of “absent” and “present” probes. We show in the paper that by using 

hybridization signals from multiple probes located on the same sequence scaffold or contig 

leads to more robust and simple presence/absence calling in polyploid wheat, i.e better 

separation of “present” and “absent” clusters (paper II Fig.2). For example, frequencies of 

correct assignment of scaffolds/contigs to 7B chromosome arms were higher when we used 

three (99.97%) compared to two probes (99.1%) per estimated log2 ratio of signal 

intensities of deletion lines relative to wild type. Validation of our bin mapped results 
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suggested a high accuracy of the assignment of 7B contigs and scaffolds to 7B deletion bins 

(error rate of <2.5%). We estimated the gene density along 7B, the highest density was 

found to be in the distal regions of the chromosome with a lower gene density in the 

centromeric compartments. These findings are consistent with previous studies that wheat 

genes occur more frequently in distal parts of the chromosomes [43, 78]. In addition, our 

study confirmed and further delineated the former mis-estimation of deletion length and 

deletion type in Del7BL-3, Del7BL-13 and Del7BL-5 deletion stocks.  

The utility of radiation-hybrid population as tool for chromosome 7B 
mapping  
 

During my PhD work I have attempted to utilize radiation hybrid population for mapping 

7B chromosome. One seed (~1100 plants) and one pollen (~60 plants) radiation hybrid 

panel were produced for wheat chromosome 7B by A.Kumar and S.Kianian (NDSU, USA). 

The parent plants used for the radiation hybrid panel were the tetraploid wheat cultivar 

Langdon (LDN; AABB; 2n=4x=28:13”+7B”) and Langdon chromosome substitution line 

(LDN 7D(7B); 2n=4x=28:13”+7D”) in which the 7B chromosomes are substituted with 7D 

chromosomes. To generate the seed panel, the plants that germinated from irradiated LDN 

seeds were crossed with the LDN 7D(7B) plants in which a pair of chromosome 7B is 

substituted by a pair of 7D chromosomes of the hexaploid cultivar Chinese Spring (Fig.4).  

 

Figure 4. Schematic presentation of RH seed panel development. Langdon seeds were irradiated, 

germinated and viable plants crossed with the Langdon substitution line to yield the RH progeny. 

Red color represents potentially fragmented chromosomes and the symbol (’) indicates the 

chromosome copy number. 

To generate the pollen panel, LDN plants were grown to flowering and dehiscent wheat 

spikes were excised from the plant with stems kept in water. Entire spikes were irradiated 
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with ϒ-rays and pollen from the irradiated spikes was immediately used to pollinate 

emasculated spikes of LDN 7D(7B). F1 hybrid seeds were harvested and planted.  

In order to investigate whether RH plants carried deletions, we genotyped a subset of 259 

seed RH lines and 53 pollen RH lines with 30 and 31 7B specific SNPs using the Sequenom 

assay (data not shown). The average deletion frequency was 0.27% (range 0-10%) for seed 

and 9.07% (range 0-48.4%) pollen panels (Fig. 5). The percentage of plants retaining all 

tested markers was 95% and 62% for seed and pollen radiation hybrids, respectively. A 

subset of 96 RH plants (from SNP genotyping plus random lines) including tetraploid LDN 

and 7D(7B) substitution lines, as well as ditelosomic 7B lines were subjected to DaRTs 

genotyping. Based on the genotypes of LDN and 7D(7B) (1 vs. 0), among 37,770 DaRTs, 

1619 7B specific markers were selected. The average deletion frequency for RH plants from 

seed panel and pollen panel was 3.4% and 15.5%, respectively (Fig.5). Based on a cutoff 

value of 15% for false discovery rate (dfdr) , a set of 1,619 markers was subdivided into 

clusters of putatively linked markers (by single linkage method using likelihood-based 

metric). Two large clusters, cl_1 and cl_2 were obtained with 782 and 778 markers 

respectively; one cluster cl_3 with 3 markers and 58 clusters with a single marker. 

Recalculation of dfdr within cl_l resulted in only non-significant linkages. This result can be 

explained by the observation that marker genotypes within this cluster were very similar 

(i.e. little diversity in deletion type and size). Markers from cl_1 belong to 7BL BACs. The 

network of marker linkages for cl_2 consisted of two parts connected via only 3 markers. 

Markers from the first part (573 markers) originated from 7BS while the second part (200 

markers) had markers mapped to both 7BS and 7BL (most likely centromeric region). 

Unfortunately, ordering of markers within these clusters was difficult because of the poor 

linkage resolution resulting in a complex cluster-topology with non-linear structure (Fig.6). 

Obtained RH maps had low resolution with many physical scaffolds mapped to the same 

locus. Since RH mapping was not informative, we have not included this data in building 

the integrated 7B physical map. 
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Figure 5. Deletion frequencies of RH lines from seed and pollen panels based on DaRT 

and Sequenom genotyping. 

 

 

Figure 6. A network representation of RH map for 7BL cluster. Vertices correspond to markers, 

edges reflect RH distances. 

The RH mapping method depends on the size of the chromosomal deletions that are present 

in the mapping population. In order to develop a high resolution RH map high level of 

chromosome fragmentation, homogeneous breakage along the chromosome and different 

size of deletions are desirable. The results from our study show that the deletion frequency 

for 7B RH seed panel was lower than reported for D-genome chromosomes, 0.27% 
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compared to 2.1%. However, the deletion frequency achieved in our 7B pollen material was 

in the same range as reported for D-genome pollen panels (range 7.4-32%). In the previous 

studies of Kumar et. al [103] a few wheat 3B BAC contigs could be placed and positioned 

relative to each other on a RH map. It was anticipated that a subset of ~100 informative RH 

plants is sufficient to produce a RH map of the single chromosome. However no published 

studies on RH mapping of many physical contigs do exist in wheat. Our study shows that it 

is very challenging, if not impossible to obtain a homogeneous mapping of BAC contigs 

from representation of ~100 RH lines. In ideal situation of high density genotyping linkages 

between markers should be supported by linkages of other adjacent markers. One would 

expect a linear network structure of the marker connections. That was not the case in our 

study. When deletions are small and non-interconnected mapping becomes very 

challenging. Therefore, large overlapping deletions, which interconnect smaller deletions, 

are necessary. In our study, the deletion frequency of pollen RH plants was high, however 

the diversity of deletion types for panel was very poor.  

Based on our work I could conclude that for high quality RH mapping in wheat firstly large 

population size of both pollen and seed panel are needed. Secondly, extensive preliminary 

screening of RH lines to identify plants with large and diverse deletions has to be 

performed. This requires markers with known positions spanning the entire chromosome 

and screening of possibly thousands of plants. Thirdly, an efficient and cost-effective 

genotyping method with low error rate to call presence/absence is necessary.  

Ordering and orienting physical contigs along bread wheat chromosome 
7B long arm  
 

In paper III, we generated an anchored physical map of bread wheat chromosome 7B long 

arm using a combination of different mapping data. The physical map of 7BL contained 

45,087 BACs assembled into 125 MTP long physical contigs which were BAC-by-BAC 

sequenced. The sequence assembly of MTP BACs resulted in 40,677 scaffolds covering 

~97% of the 7BL estimated length. In our anchoring strategy we used three step strategy, 

including applying deletion bin mapping then genetic mapping and finally synteny-based 

mapping. In total, 105 7BL physical scaffolds were anchored to seven 7BL deletion bins 

spanning ~97% of the 7B sequence scaffolds. The integration of the 7B physical map with 

genetic map was accomplished on the basis of three crosses: an F8 population derived from 

the cross between Chinese Spring (Cs) and the French Cultivar Renan(Re) genotyped with 
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ultradense 420K SNP array, and two additional F6 genetic crosses of Sy*Naxos and 

SHA3/CBRD*Naxos genotyped with 90K SNP Illumina array. Ninety six physical contigs 

were genetically anchored with 96% of them ordered for a total span of ~95% of 7BL 

sequence scaffolds. The synteny based mapping using species of Brachypodium, rice and 

sorghum provided especially valuable information for regions with limited genetic 

resolution, i.e. centromeric regions. The comparison between the 7B genetic map and 7B 

Triticeae prototype map indicates high degree of collinearity, however rearrangements were 

also present (paper III Fig.4). In total, among 125 7BL physical contigs, 16 physical 

contigs covering ~9Mb or 1.7% of the 7B sequence scaffolds were not anchored due to lack 

of any sequence overlap or/and genetic position, synteny information or bin map 

information. This is quite a small fraction compared to other wheat chromosomes e.g. 1BL, 

1BS and 3B where ~26%, ~22.6% and ~44% of the chromosome length remained without 

anchoring, respectively. This increase in anchoring efficiency is explained by the 

completely sequenced 7BL MTP. Even though large proportion of physical contigs was 

anchored, several improvements should be accomplished to fully anchor and orient the 7BL 

physical map. Firstly, the order and orientation of the physical contigs which were placed 

based on little evidence should be improved. Secondly, unanchored physical contigs should 

be integrated with genetic and molecular maps. This can be achieved by screening BAC 

pools, deletions stocks and genetic populations with markers designed from selected BAC 

contigs. Additionally methods of fluorescent in situ hybridization mapping [104], optical 

mapping [105] and genome mapping on nanochannel arrays [106] can provide an additional 

layer of mapping information in future studies. 

Conclusions 
 

This study provides important insights for future sequencing and mapping projects on bread 

wheat and other complex genomes. In our study we have shown that although short insert 

size mate pair libraries assist in the assembly of sequences, the improvements in the quality 

of the assembly are small. In contrast, the use of large insert mate pair libraries (10 and 20 

kb) has a major effect on the quality of the sequence assembly of wheat genomic DNA due 

to their ability to span long repetitive sequence elements. 

Bread wheat chromosomes 7B is the first wheat chromosome for which BAC clones of the 

minimum tiling path have been fully individually sequenced. Using a combination of high-
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density deletion bin mapping, genetic mapping and synteny-based mapping we have 

generated the first draft of an anchored physical map of the long arm of wheat chromosome 

7B. An anchored physical map provides opportunities for gene isolation and facilitates 

direct linkage to traits used in the field and breeding. Future work will be focused on the 

improvement of contig ordering along 7BL by integration of other mapping data or applying 

additional anchoring strategies. 
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shotgun assemblies of flow-so
rted chromosome
arms of hexaploid wheat
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Abstract

Background: The assembly of the bread wheat genome sequence is challenging due to allohexaploidy and
extreme repeat content (>80%). Isolation of single chromosome arms by flow sorting can be used to overcome the
polyploidy problem, but the repeat content cause extreme assembly fragmentation even at a single chromosome
level. Long jump paired sequencing data (mate pairs) can help reduce assembly fragmentation by joining multiple
contigs into single scaffolds. The aim of this work was to assess how mate pair data generated from multiple
displacement amplified DNA of flow-sorted chromosomes affect assembly fragmentation of shotgun assemblies of
the wheat chromosomes.

Results: Three mate pair (MP) libraries (2 Kb, 3 Kb, and 5 Kb) were sequenced to a total coverage of 89x and 64x
for the short and long arm of chromosome 7B, respectively. Scaffolding using SSPACE improved the 7B assembly
contiguity and decreased gene space fragmentation, but the degree of improvement was greatly affected by
scaffolding stringency applied. At the lowest stringency the assembly N50 increased by ~7 fold, while at the
highest stringency N50 was only increased by ~1.5 fold. Furthermore, a strong positive correlation between
estimated scaffold reliability and scaffold assembly stringency was observed. A 7BS scaffold assembly with reduced
MP coverage proved that assembly contiguity was affected only to a small degree down to ~50% of the original
coverage.

Conclusion: The effect of MP data integration into pair end shotgun assemblies of wheat chromosome was
moderate; possibly due to poor contig assembly contiguity, the extreme repeat content of wheat, and the use of
amplified chromosomal DNA for MP library construction.

Keywords: Wheat, Assembly, Scaffold, Mate-pair, MDA, Improvement
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Background
Bread wheat is one of the most important food crops
worldwide. However, present wheat production is far
from the expected increased global demand in the near
future [1,2]. Development of better yielding varieties
with improved adaptation to the new climatic challenges
is therefore important for global food security. A ‘tool’
with a great potential to revolutionize wheat breeding
and production is a publicly available reference genome
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nome sequences enable cost-effective iden-
genomic variation which subsequently can
prove agricultural traits of interest through
ed selection (MAS) and genomic selection
. A rapidly increasing number of genomes
ant food crops are becoming available. In
and cacao [4,5], in 2010 soybean [6], and in
sorghum and cucumber genomes were pub-
However, even though wheat is one of the
commodities in the world, a wheat genome
ot yet available.
eason why the wheat genome sequencing is
d is related to technical challenges due to
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large size (17Gb) and the complexity of the hexaploid
wheat genome. Bread wheat is allohexaploid and carries
three distinct, but closely related homoelogous genomes
(2n = 6x = 42, AABBDD) [10,11]. A distinction between
homoeolog sequences in post sequencing processing of
genomic sequence data is essentially impossible. Fortu-
nately, the hexaploid wheat genome can be dissected to
small parts by flow cytometric sorting of single chromo-
somes and chromosome arms [12,13]. This technological
breakthrough has enabled production of wheat chromo-
some specific BAC-libraries [14] and facilitated construc-
tion of physical maps of hexaploid wheat chromosomes
[15]. For some genomic applications, such as shotgun se-
quencing, large amount of DNA are required. In order to
obtain sufficient DNA to sequence purified chromosome
arms, millions of chromosomes must be sorted, a process,
which is highly labor intensive [16]. Including an amplifi-
cation step of flow-sorted DNA can significantly reduce
the labor and consequently the cost of acquiring chromo-
some specific DNA for sequencing. Multiple displacement
amplification (MDA) is the most common method for
genome amplification for sequencing purposes as MDA
generate relatively long amplification products (majority
between 5-20 kb) [17]. However, MDA is known to give
rise to chimeras, which can bring down the utility of the
amplified DNA [18].
Shotgun sequencing of MDA DNA from flow-sorted

chromosome arms, especially in combination with gen-
etic maps and synteny information, has proven to be a
highly cost effective way of gene discovery and construc-
tion of syntenic chromosome assemblies [19-21]. Unfortu-
nately, the fragmentation level of the shotgun assemblies
has been very high, which limits the information value of
the assemblies. De novo assemblies of 7DS and 7BS using
Illumina paired-end (PE) sequences with a chromosome
arm coverage of 30-34×, resulted roughly in 600,000-
1,000,000 contigs per chromosome arm, an N50 of ~500-
1200 bp, and maximum contig sizes of just over 30,000 bp
[21,22]. Consequently, many contigs do not contain
complete gene sequences, and the relative order of genes
can only be identified for a small subset of genes found on
contigs containing multiple genes (i.e. multigene contigs).
High levels of DNA sequence assembly fragmentation

is closely associated with the repeat content of the gen-
ome [23], and the wheat genome is extreme with respect
to repeat content, having more than 80% repetitive DNA
[24]. One way of reducing assembly fragmentation is to
include additional sequencing libraries with large insert
sizes, referred to as mate pair (MP) libraries [23]. MP
reads can vary in insert sizes between 1-20 kb and the
idea of these ‘long jump’ paired sequences is to span re-
petitive regions that cause assembly fragmentation, and
thereby link multiple contigs into longer scaffolds. This
will improve the information value of an assembly by (1)
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he assembly contiguity (2) increasing the
f full length genes contained in single se-
link exons from different contigs), and (3)
number of linearly ordered genes.
of recent publications describe the effect of
assemblies of plant genomes [4,9,25]. One
he potato genome assembly, which had on
50 increase of 37 Kb for every 1 Kb in-
insert size [25]. Although the potato gen-
5 Mbp) has a relatively high repeat content
content ≈ 62%, TE-derived repeats ≈ 32%), it
pare to the hexaploid wheat genome (1C =
) that has >80% of TE-derived repetitive
t is thus not clear to what extent MP data
shotgun assemblies of genomes with ex-
content such as wheat. Additionally, the
data from MDA DNA from flow-sorted

s is unknown. The aim of this paper is
study the effects of MP from MDA DNA on
tiguousness and gene content in shotgun as-
flow-sorted hexaploid wheat chromosome.

f DNA from chromosome arms 7BS and 7BL
elosomic line of wheat Triticum aestivum L.
Spring carrying both arms of chromosome
mes (2n = 40 + 2t7BS + 2t7BL) was used to
S and 7BL arms. The seeds were provided
Gill (Kansas State University, Manhattan,

hromosome arms were purified by flow cy-
00 and 45,000 of 7BS and 7BL arms, respect-
onding to 50 ng of DNA, were isolated in
es. In order to estimate contamination with
somes, 1000 chromosomes were sorted onto
e slide and used for fluorescence in situ
(FISH) with probes for Afa family and telo-
s. Batches with the highest purity of the
n (93 and 88% for 7BS and 7BL, respectively)
r further processing. DNA was purified and
amplified using Illustra GenomiPhi V2 DNA
Kit (GE Healthcare, Chalfont St. Giles,

om) as previously described [17]. Three in-
plifications were performed for each arm to

fication bias. Totally, 15.9 and 14 micrograms
d for 7BS and 7BL, respectively.

ibrary construction
ith a mean insert size of ~350 bp (Illumina
2 Kb MP libraries (in-house modified Roche

) were constructed and sequenced at Fasteris
Switzerland). The PE reads were 100 bp, while
reads were 45 bp. 3 Kb and 5 Kb MP libraries
d according to “Mate Pair Library v2 Sample
uide” [26] at Aarhus University (Denmark).
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The read length of the 3 and 5 Kb MP libraries were
trimmed to 35 bp. All MP libraries were sequenced using
HiSeq2000 technology (Illumina) according to manufac-
turer’s recommendations.

Contig assembly
Contigs were assembled with PE reads using ABySS [27]
which is based on a de Bruijn graph approach. This
method collects the information generated from fix-length
words of k –mers shared by overlapping reads [28]. Ini-
tially, multiple assemblies were generated using different
values of k and assessed using assembly quality statistics
such as N50, maximum contig length, number of contigs
in the assembly and the total amount of bases in the as-
sembly. A k-mer length of 71 was chosen as the optimal
value. A seed value of 150 was used (s parameter) and a
minimum of 10 pairs were required to join contigs (n par-
ameter). After assembly, contigs shorter than 200 bp were
removed to generate a filtered dataset for scaffolding.

Scaffold assembly
To accurately determine the mean insert size and insert
size variation of each MP library, we mapped all mate
pair reads back to the 7B contigs using BWA v0.6.0 [29]
with the parameters BWA aln –t 10 -q 10. Based on the
BWA results we identified the number of MP reads
aligning to contigs, the proportion of MP read pairs
mapping to the same or different contigs, and the orien-
tation of the MP reads that mapped to the same contig.
We also assessed if the genomic origin of MP reads were
biased towards different fractions of the genome (i.e. re-
peat or conserved fraction). This was done by mapping
reads to an in house repeat content database (TREP10
and the repeats identified in Choulet et al. 2011) and the
NCBI nr database.
We initially tested three software packages for scaffold-

ing of pre-assembled contigs: ABySS, SOAPdenovo and
SSPACE. Unfortunately, we were not able to scaffold
contigs using ABySS due to the large proportion of MP
reads that mapped in forward-forward direction (see
results and discussion for more details). SOAP and
SSPACE both produced scaffolds, but as the N50 and gene
space assembly statistics of SSPACE assemblies exceeded
SOAPdenovo at all parameters tested, we chose to use
SSPACE for further investigation of the effect of MP on
shotgun assemblies. In SSPACE the key parameter that de-
fines the stringency of the scaffolding is ‘number of links’
(k), i.e. number of independent read pairs that uniquely
support a connection between two contigs. We performed
SSPACE scaffolding with k equal to 3, 5, 7, 10, 15 and 20.

Gene content
The protein annotation (v1.2) excluding splice variants of
Brachypodium distachyon (referred to as Brachypodium)
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query sequences in a TBLASTN search [30]
e content in contigs and scaffold assemblies.
iltering were carried out as follows: (1) Only
s having at least one exon hit with minimum
d length and a minimum per cent identity of
sidered in the analyses. (2) Duplicated exon
ontig/scaffold were removed. Duplicate hits
as two or more query hits with identical
d query end positions, identical mismatches,
length, and identical hit identity. (3) For each
, the mean e-value of all hits were calculated
ing exon hits (overlapping >5 bp) from pro-
her e-value were discarded. (4) Two types of
e were calculated: ‘total coverage’ and ‘ad-
ge’. Total coverage was calculated as the total
the hits from a protein query relative to the
ce length. Adjusted coverage was calculated
r of unique query amino acid residues with a
he target sequence(s). To exclude gene hits
ve DNA (e.g. TE-associated coding regions)
protein homology, genes with total coverage
enes with <10% adjusted coverage was not
any analyses.
gmentation index (GFI) was estimated to
e space fragmentation in different assem-
erage blast hit coverage of Brachypodium
gs in the entire assembly, referred to as as-
rage (AC) represents an approximation of
ally optimal situation, when each gene is
ithin a single DNA sequence (i.e. no frag-
The AC estimate was then compared with
Brachypodium gene coverage per contig or
erred to as sequence coverage (SC), to cal-
fragmentation index (GFI) defined as (AC-
ce, the GFI measures gene fragmentation
ence in percent between SC and AC, and
as SC and AC become similar.

scaffold reliability
t directly measure the level of scaffolding
o the lack of any reference assembly, we
e level of scaffold errors by (1) utilizing in-
om synteny with Brachypodium and (2)
he 7BL scaffold assemblies with the se-
nt of 50 random BAC clones from 7BL. Be-
mber of chimeric contigs is assumed to be
e level of errors introduced by scaffolding
ated by comparing the synteny levels in
synteny in scaffolds of similar sizes. If homo-
Brachypodium genes are present in a single
, these homologs have a probability of
closely linked loci (referred to as neighbouring
Brachypodium chromosome. This probabil-
on the synteny level between wheat and
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Brachypodium in that exact region. If the scaffolding
process does not introduce structural assembly errors,
the proportion of neighbouring Brachypodium homo-
logs should be similar in contigs and scaffolds of similar
size. In our analyses we defined a neighbour gene pair
as genes originating from Brachypodium loci with < =50
genes distance from each other. A bootstrap test was
performed to test if the difference in proportions of
neighbouring loci in contigs and scaffolds were likely to
occur as a consequence of random sampling error. One
thousand contig datasets were re-sampled (with replace-
ment) and the P-value was calculated as the proportion
of bootstrapped contig datasets with equal or lower pro-
portions of neighbour genes as found in scaffolds.
In addition to the synteny approach we also utilized

the sequence content of 50 BAC clones originating from
7BL to evaluate scaffold reliability (See Additional file 1
for assembly methods and Additional file 2 for sequence
contigs). Raw sequencing reads from 7BL BACs are avail-
able upon request. We first identified scaffolds containing
sequences derived from the BACs by BLASTN, using a
threshold of >99% identity across minimum 2.5 Kb. With
the assumption that identified scaffolds truly are derived
from one of these 50 BACs, an estimate of scaffold reliabil-
ity can therefore be defined as the proportion of contigs
within a scaffold that originate from a certain BAC. To as-
sess if contigs in scaffolds originate from the BAC we used
BLASTN and defined a significant contig-to-BAC hit as
having >99% identity across >50% of the contig length.
Because longer scaffolds are more likely contain sequences
belonging to multiple BACs (i.e. lower proportion of
contigs originating from a single BAC) and scaffolding
stringency affect scaffold length distribution, we normal-
ized the scaffold reliability by dividing on scaffold length
(i.e. proportion of contigs in a scaffold with a BLASTN hit
to BAC/scaffold length). Normalized scaffold reliability is
hereafter referred to as scaffold reliability index (SRI).

Results
Shotgun assembly of 7BS and 7BL
106 and 100 million 100 bp PE reads with an average in-
sert size of 346 bp (7BS) and 362 bp (7BL) (Additional
file 3) were generated from the MDA DNA from flow-
sorted 7BS and 7BL chromosome arms, respectively
(short read archive accession number: ERP002001). Of
the mapped read pairs >99.8% were oriented in the as-
sumed FR directions. This represents approximately 59x
coverage of 7BS and 37× coverage of 7BL. The assembly
with ABySS produced a total of 1,349,563 contigs for
7BS and 4,527,901 contigs for 7BL (Table 1) (contigs are
available upon requests). After removing contigs of less
than 200 bp, the assemblies were reduced to 178,789
7BS contigs and 328,725 7BL contigs, with an N50 of
2,428 and 1,556 bp, respectively (Table 1). The filtered
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stituted 13.3% of 7BS and 7.3% of 7BL
esenting 57% and 48% of the two chromo-
ssuming a molecular size of 360 Mbp for
Mbp for 7BL [14], respectively.

a
5 million 7BS and 478 million 7BL MP read
nerated (short read archive accession num-
01), the coverage was estimated to be 88.9x
or the short and long arm, respectively
venty-one per cent of the MPs had both
ng to the assembly, 23% of the read pairs
e read mapping to a contig (i.e. singleton),
of the MP data did not map to any of the
he between-library variation in the propor-
ped reads were very low, however the 3 Kb
raries had slightly smaller proportion of un-
s and singletons (2-5% less) compared to
ary (data not shown).
which map to the same contig, can be
ording to their orientation. In theory, MP
riented in a reverse/forward (RF) manner;
the MP reads that mapped to one contig,
29% were classified as having a RF orienta-

and 7BL, respectively. To better understand
f the non-MP oriented read pairs, we esti-
size based on the mapping information.

strates the variation and distribution of in-
the RF, FR, and FF/RR oriented MP reads

ibrary of 7BS (Similar figures for all libraries
in Additional files 4 and 5). It is evident

rt size distribution of the properly oriented
irs represents a mix of the expected size
ally distributed peak) in addition to a rela-

roportion of reads with smaller and variable
The insert size distribution of the non-MP
R and FR reads does not show the expected
bution, but is more similar to a log-normal
ith a large proportion of reads from short
gments of <1000 bp.
f MP reads classified as having RF, FR, and
ation to the repeat database showed no ap-
nce in repeat content (~36% mapped to re-
e, data not shown). It is not uncommon to
nted reads (i.e. FR) in MP libraries (c.f. mate
sample preparation guide), but the occur-
R reads is more difficult to explain. Hence,
y analysed the content of the FF/RR-mapped
STN against the NCBI nr database to assess
reads originated from other sources than
All target hits with >80% identity in the
leotide database were collected and the spe-
ion of each hit was extracted. More than 96%
had a best BLAST hit to other grasses
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(Additional file 6), implying that the FF/RR-mapping reads
truly were derived from wheat DNA.

Effect of MP integration on 7B assemblies
In the process of producing scaffolds, SSPACE enforces
stringent criteria for incorporating MP information; MP
reads used in SSPACE must have a unique perfect hit in
the contig assembly and satisfy the a priori defined in-
sert size range. Across all SSPACE assemblies only 1–
1.8% of the MP read pairs satisfied the perfect match,
read orientation, and insert size criteria (Table 3). Most
of the discarded MP reads (63-71%) were classified as
having unsatisfied pairing orientation, i.e. either FF/RR
or as a pair end read (FR).
Even though only 1-2% of MP data was used for scaf-

folding the assembly N50 was improved substantially at
low stringency levels; at k = 3 assembly N50 increased by
6 and 7.2 fold for 7BS and 7BL, respectively (scaffolds
are available upon requests). However, as expected, the
reduction in assembly fragmentation was dramatically
affected when k was increased (Table 3). The number of
contigs incorporated in scaffolds decreased from 42% to
8% and from 52% to 11% for 7BL and 7BS, respectively,
and the total number of scaffolds decreased by ~70%
when increasing k from 3 to 20. Furthermore the total
number of residues included in scaffolds was reduced from
~40% to 18% of the total chromosome length (Table 3).
The mean scaffold length however, was not affected much
when k was increased due to a change in the distribution of
length of contigs included in scaffolds; as k increased, the
proportion of long contigs included in scaffolds also in-
creased. Scaffold content was strongly biased towards gene
containing contigs. Although a maximum of 40-50% of 7BS
and 7BL contigs were incorporated into scaffolds (Table 3),
as many as 75% (k = 20) and 95% (k = 3) of sequences
containing full length genes (> = 70% Brachypodium homo-
log coverage) were included in scaffolds.
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Table 1 Contig assembly summary statistics

Arm Contig number N50 (bp) Mean length (bp

7BS 1,349,563 842 239

178,789* 2428 1152

7BL 4,527,901 145 144

328,725* 1556 789
*Contigs > 200 bp.
Table 2 Summary table of mate pair sequence data

Arm
Mate pair library

Total pairs
2 Kb° 3 Kb† 5 Kb†

7BS 2.60*107 2.23*108 1.97*108 4.46*108

7BL 3.13*107 2.32*108 2.16*108 4.79*108

Total numbers of read pairs are given for each MP library. The read pair classification is based on map
°Roche library, †Illumina library.
ssessed how MP data helped to join frag-
parts into more complete gene sequences by
f a gene fragmentation index (GFI) and
length genes contained in single sequences.
ng all BLAST hits with <10% coverage of a

protein the AC and GFI were 0.54/0.17
1 in the 7BS and 7BL contig assemblies,
while the scaffold assembly GFI ranged be-
.14 (Table 4). The MP integration also in-
umber of full length genes in the range of
20-30%, depending on how a full length gene
Table 4). In addition to aiding the joining of
ragmented gene sequences, MP information
link genes belonging to different contigs to-
ltigene containing scaffolds (containing > =2
nes), and thereby helps ordering genes rela-
other. A modest effect on gene linking was
r the MP integration in the 7BS and 7BL as-
ure 2). The number of sequences containing
s increased by 2–3 fold when applying k = 3
fold when applying k = 20, compared to the
bly. However, virtually no changes was ob-
quences containing >3 genes. Moreover, the
ition in scaffolds containing multiple genes
dom with respect to the length of the gene,
a clear bias towards shorter genes. For ex-
he SSPACE k = 5 assembly the mean gene
ffolds and contigs with 3 or more genes were
r (contigs 462 bp/scaffolds 722 bp) than the
sequences with 2 genes (contigs = 1,354 bp/
04 bp).

ent reliability
f mate pair data can lead to misassemblies
eous coupling of contigs. We took advan-
rachypodium model genome to estimate the
rror levels based on synteny. Scaffolds and

Max length (bp) Total (Mbp)

50,938 323

50,938 206

30,964 652

30,964 260
Read class

Pairs Singletons Unaligned

71.8% 22.4% 5.9%

71.2% 23.7% 5.1%

ping of MP data back to assembled contigs from PE data.
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contigs containing 2 full length Brachypodium homologs
were identified and the proportion of neighbour genes
based on the location in the Brachypodium genome was
calculated. The frequency of neighbouring genes in
contigs were 0.48 and in scaffolds between 0.4 (k = 3)
and 0.49 (k = 7) (Figure 3A). Furthermore, the bootstrap
tests did not reject the null hypotheses that contigs have
higher proportion of neighbouring genes at α = 0.05,
even for the scaffolds produced at the lowest stringency
(k = 3, P = 0.15). Taken together, our synteny error rate
estimates do not indicate high rates of random contig
joining at any level of SSPACE stringency. Scaffold reli-
ability estimation based on sequence content in BAC
clones reflected a slightly different and more pronounced

higher sca
high k-valu

Effect of M
Increasing
assembly
added valu
the cost o
evaluate th
rics. To a
and assem
duced dat
40, 50, 60
ated scaffo

Distance FF paired−reads

0 1000 2000 3000 4000 5000

0

Distance FR paired−reads

0 1000 2000 3000 4000

0

Figure 1 MP read classes and the estimated insert size distributions for the 3 KB
reads B) distribution of insert sizes for the FR reads C) distribution of insert sizes for the
effect of changing scaffolding stringency. The median scaf-
fold reliability index increased progressively from the k = 3
(0.38) to k = 20 (0.86) assemblies (Figure 3B), indicating a

Three rando
each reduced
was observed

Table 3 Scaffold assembly summary statistics

k Arm MP
used (%)

No.
scaffolds

Contigs in scaffolds M

Mean Max %

3 7BS 0.96 20,654 4.51 38 52 1

7BL 1.56 31,582 4.33 43 42 9

5 7BS 1.06 17,481 3.81 27 37 1

7BL 1.41 23,365 3.91 32 28 9

7 7BS 1.14 15,230 3.4 20 29 10

7BL 1.48 19,610 3.56 25 21

10 7BS 1.24 12,750 3.04 15 22 1

7BL 1.58 15,896 3.22 20 16

15 7BS 1.35 9,733 2,73 12 15 1

7BL 1.7 12,052 2.89 17 11 9

20 7BS 1.42 7,618 2,55 10 11 1

7BL 1.79 9,458 2.68 14 8

* Including all sequences (contigs + scaffolds).
ld correctness in SSPACE assemblies with
.

coverage
quence coverage of MP data has impact on
tistics, but upon reaching certain coverage,
of additional MP sequencing may not justify
ata generation. It is therefore important to
effect of MP coverage on our assembly met-
ss the relationship between MP coverage
y improvement, we generated randomly re-
ts of our 7BS MP libraries with 1, 10, 25,
d 75% of original MP coverage and gener-
s with the number of links parameter k = 5.

5000

Distance RF paired−reads
0 1000 2000 3000 4000 5000

0

ary of 7BS. A) distribution of insert sizes for the FF
eads.
m sub-sets of MP data were generated for
level of coverage. Interestingly, little change
in assembly statistics until the coverage was

ean length Sum
scaffolds (Mbp)

Assembly
N50* (Kb)(min-max)

(Kb)

1.2 (1.7-143.1) 168 14.49

.6 (2.0-117.6) 192 11.15

0.7 (1.7-129.4) 148 11.03

.5 (2.2-122.1) 166 8.31

.5 (1.72-109.6) 133 9

9.3 (2.3-81.9) 148 6.33

0.5 (1.8-108.9) 115 7.04

9.3 (2.3-77.7) 128 4.49

0.7 (2.0-102.4) 92 5.2

.4 (2.54-67.4) 103 2.84

0.9 (2.1-73.3) 76 4.2

9.6 (2.8-69.2) 84 1.97
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Table 4 Gene content in ABySS and SSPACE assemblies

Assembly Arm
Brachypodium
homologs

Brachypodium homolog
coverage1 (mean)

GFI2 Full length genes

Coverage* Start-stop†
(>30 aa, >70 pident)

SSPACE k3 7BS 1029 0.49 0.09 449 193

7BL 1539 0.44 0.10 551 224

SSPACE k5 7BS 1038 0.49 0.09 445 193

7BL 1545 0.43 0.12 547 227

SSPACE k7 7BS 1032 0.49 0.09 449 196

7BL 1551 0.43 0.12 535 221

SSPACE k10 7BS 1038 0.49 0.09 447 195

7BL 1555 0.43 0.12 533 215

SSPACE k15 7BS 1040 0.48 0.12 436 186

7BL 1576 0.42 0.14 529 217

SSPACE k20 7BS 1048 0.47 0.13 433 183

7BL 1574 0.42 0.14 516 205

Contigs 7BS 1071 0.45 0.17 403 160

7BL 1621 0.39 0.21 457 162
1 es (

ld.
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reduced with 50% (Figure 4), and a corresponding 22% re-
duction in N50 was observed. Even less effect of decreas-
ing MP coverage was seen in statistics for gene content
information in reduced MP coverage assemblies. For ex-
ample, reducing the MP coverage by 90% only produced a
25% reduction in the number of full length genes (427)

Discussio
Modest ef
De novo a
genomes
due to pr
can lead t

Mean coverage per sequence (contig/scaffold) of Brachypodium homologs based on blast analys
2 Gene Fragmentation Index (GFI) is defined in the methods section.
* TBLASTN hits covering > =70% of a homologous Brachypodium protein in a single contig/scaffo
† TBLASTN hits covering an entire Brachypodium protein (+ − 10aa) in a single contig/scaffold.
while the 50% reduced coverage assembly contained 7%
fewer full length genes (435).
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wheat remains a challenging task, mainly
lence of repetitive DNA [31]. Its presence
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which results in contracted and fragmented assemblies.
Ideally, genomes with high repeat content should there-

generation
reduce the

k3 k5 k7 k10 k15 k20

Number of links (k) for contig−joining

k

N

Figure 3 Evaluation of scaffold reliability. A) Scaffold reliability evaluated by the prop
Brachypodium genome. B) Scaffold reliability evaluated by comparisons of sequence co
(defined in method section).
fore be assembled using reads longer then the length of
the repeats. Wheat consists of >80% TE-derived repeti-
tive DNA with a mean length of ~4600 bp [24], far lon-
ger than the read length of sequence reads from next

therefore to
longing to d
size MP read
Our result

gun assembl
proves assem
fragmentatio
improvemen
(Table 1, Tab
sembly N50
stringency (k
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Figure 4 Effect of MP sequencing depth on assembly N50. Only
7BS was used to estimate the MP coverage effect.
equencing data. One assembly strategy to
agmentation generated by repetitive DNA is
link neighboring chromosome regions be-
ifferent sequence contigs with long insert
s that bridge the repetitive segments.
s show that integration of MP data in shot-
ies of flow-sorted wheat chromosomes im-
bly contiguity and decrease gene space

n, but that the degree of assembly statistics
t is greatly affected by scaffolding stringency
le 3). For example, at low stringency the as-
increased by 6–7.5-fold, while at the highest
= 20) N50 was only increased by 1.3-1.8
contig assemblies. Although a negative cor-
een stringency and assembly improvements
rved for the gene space statistics, the MP ef-
space were less affected by scaffold assembly
mpared to the N50 statistic (Table 4). This is
d by the fact that genes are more often found
tigs, hence even at high stringency a large pro-
e gene containing contigs were joined into

e least stringent scaffold assembly, the as-
ovement for 7B does not seem to be in the
ude as reported for some recently sequenced
s. For the cucumber (1C = 367 Mbp) and ca-
0 Mbp) genomes, addition of long insert li-
oved N50 by 14-fold (172 Kb) and 60-fold
spectively [4,9]. Assembly metrics from these
mblies is difficult to compare directly due to
ferent sequencing platforms, different PE and
and different sequencing coverage. However,

k5 k7 k10 k15 k20

ber of links (k) for contig−joining

ion of conserved syntenic relationship to the
t in BACs and scaffolds. SRI = scaffold reliability index
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it is possible to estimate the MP-effectiveness based on
the total gain in N50 per Kb of MP insert size length (N50
gain/max MP insert size). For cucumber and cacao these
numbers are 14/2 Kb and 60/8 Kb compared to for ex-
ample 5/5 Kb in wheat k = 5.
Potato is another recently published plant genome

[25] for which different MP libraries were added to im-
prove assembly. Integration of a 2 Kb MP library pro-
duced a 3-fold increase in N50, while using both 2 Kb +
5Kb MP libraries increased the N50 by 8-fold. Compar-
able metrics were obtained in 7B SSPACE assemblies
using k = 5; the 2 Kb MP libraries produced 1.9- and
2.6-fold changes in N50 for 7BS and 7BL, respectively,
while the final N50 fold change was ~5 after addition of
the 5 Kb MP data. Thus, even though the actual scaffold
N50 was much higher in potato after adding 2 + 5 Kb
MP libraries (173 Kb) compared to the 7B assemblies
with 2 + 3 + 5 Kb MP data (7BS = 11 Kb/7BL = 8.3 Kb),
the relative N50 gain was not that different.
The modest impact of MP data in the chromosome 7B

assemblies compared to other plant genomes could be
explained by the inherent repeat characteristics of the
wheat genome. While the wheat genome consists of
>80% TE-derived repetitive DNA [24], potato, cacao and
cucumber genomes are much smaller and all have <35%
TE-derived repetitive DNA [32]. This difference will un-
doubtedly cause large differences in the effect of MP
data on assembly contiguity. Another reason for the
relatively low impact of MP data on the scaffold N50
could be related to the quality of the MP data. Only a
small fraction (~1%) of the MP reads from MDA
chromosomal DNA satisfied requirements of SSPACE
for being included in scaffold construction, mostly due
to a very high portion of reads having a different orien-
tation or discrepancy between expected and estimated
insert size for MP reads (Table 2). Lastly, the fragmenta-
tion level of the contig assembly is important for the
MP effect. It is evident that small contigs have less
chance of being put into scaffolds due to the fact that
small sequences will have few MP reads originating
from them. An improved contig assembly N50, for ex-
ample by increasing PE sequencing coverage or adding
additional PE libraries with different insert sizes, could
therefore be a good strategy to be able to include a lar-
ger proportion of the contig assembly into scaffolds,
and hence increase scaffold N50.

Scaffold reliability and assembly stringency
Assembly errors can be introduced at the scaffolding
stage when the software has to choose between two
similar solutions and falsely connects contigs from non-
adjacent chromosome regions or links two adjacent
contigs in the wrong orientation. Our synteny- and
BAC-based scaffold reliability estimates provides measures
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at two types of different genomic landscapes.
approach did not detect signatures of errone-
ining in small scaffolds from gene dense re-
assemblies; however when using sequence

m 50 BACs to assess scaffold reliability a
lation between estimated scaffold reliability
assembly stringency was observed (Figure 3).
t these differences in test conclusions to
caffolds from non-genic genomic regions are
o contain errors (especially at low stringency
likely due to higher content of repetitive
ntragenic space.

erroneous MP orientation
a contained a high percentage of forward-
(i.e. PE) as well as contamination of read

ap in the same direction (FF/RR) (Table 2).
portion of FR reads in our MP data is most
ed by contamination with PE reads, which
n-biotinylated fragments that were not re-
g the wash step in library preparation (c.f.
rary sample preparation guide). This is sup-
e fact that these PE oriented reads have a
ated insert size of around 500 bp (Figure 1,
les 4 and 5). The origin of MP reads ori-
RR direction, which make up ~38% of the
a, is less obvious. There is no evidence for
containing non-wheat DNA contamination,
F/RR reads have increased proportions of
E-repetitive DNA. Moreover, since the 2 Kb
libraries were produced and sequenced by
s using different protocols it is highly un-
stematic technical errors have been intro-
possible explanation to the high FF/RR
hat they originate from rearranged DNA
the multiple displacement amplification
which was used to increase DNA amount
some flow-sorting. It has been shown that
tes genomic rearrangement in the amplified
frequency of 1 rearrangement per 10 Kb,
of chimeras are inverted sequences [18]. In
sembly of a single bacteria cell MDA, >50%
airs were chimeric pairs [33]. Hence, even
has proven to be very useful to prepare

low sorted chromosomes for single-end and
size PE sequencing [20,21,34], the use of
in long insert size MP library construction
ing might not be an optimal strategy for
e scaffolding. Another limitation due to the
ion of FF/RR pairs is that it restricted us
ny type of scaffold-assembler. For example,
to integrate MP data using ABySS, the soft-
t handle the large proportion of the MP
n-MP orientation.
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Conclusion
The wheat chromosome 7B was sequenced and assem-
bled using PE reads with an insert size of ~350 bp in
combination with 2, 3 and 5 Kb MP libraries. MP inte-
gration improved both assembly contiguity and reduced
fragmentation of the gene space, but only to a modest
extent. Scaffold reliability increased with increasing as-
sembly stringency, emphasizing the need to use high
stringency scaffolding parameters to avoid scaffolding er-
rors. Scaffold assemblies of 7BS with reduced MP cover-
age showed that MP sequence coverage of ~40-50× would
be sufficient to produce assemblies with slightly reduced
N50 but comparable results for gene space improvement
compared to the full coverage assembly (89×). In conclu-
sion, MP assembly improvements was lower than for
other recently assembled plant genomes, possibly due to
the extreme repeat content of wheat, high fragmentation
of contig assemblies, and the use of MDA DNA to con-
struct MP libraries.
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a reference sequence for chromosome 7B. The successful 
completion of the reference chromosome sequence is highly 
dependent on the integration of genetic and physical maps. 
To aid the integration of these two types of maps, we have 
constructed a high-density deletion bin map of chromo-
some 7B. Using the 270 K nimblegen comparative genomic 
hybridization (CGH) array on a set of cv. Chinese spring 
deletion lines, a total of 3,671 sequence contigs and scaffolds 
(~7.8 % of chromosome 7B physical length) were mapped 
into nine deletion bins. Our method of genotyping deletions 
on chromosome 7B relied on a model-based clustering algo-
rithm (Mclust) to accurately predict the presence or absence 
of a given genomic sequence in a deletion line. The bin map-
ping results were validated using three different approaches, 
viz. (a) PCr-based amplification of randomly selected bin 
mapped sequences (b) comparison with previously mapped 
eSTs and (c) comparison with a 7B genetic map developed 

Abstract 
Key message A total of 3,671 sequence contigs and 
scaffolds were mapped to deletion bins on wheat 
chromosome 7B providing a foundation for develop‑
ing high‑resolution integrated physical map for this 
chromosome.
Abstract Bread wheat (Triticum aestivum l.) has a large, 
complex and highly repetitive genome which is challenging 
to assemble into high quality pseudo-chromosomes. As part 
of the international effort to sequence the hexaploid bread 
wheat genome by the international wheat genome sequenc-
ing consortium (IWGSC) we are focused on assembling 
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in the present study. Validation of the bin mapping results 
suggested a high accuracy of the assignment of 7B sequence 
contigs and scaffolds to the 7B deletion bins.

Abbreviations
CGH  Comparative genomic hybridization
IWGSC  International wheat genome sequenc-

ing consortium
CSS  Chromosome survey sequencing
cv CS  Cultivar chinese spring
lDn  langdon
lDn-DS 7D(7B)  langdon 7B substitution line
ISBP  Insertion site-based polymorphism
rG  random genomic probes
Fl  Fraction length
rIl  recombinant inbred lines

Introduction

The recent chromosome survey sequence (CSS) assembly 
of the hexaploid bread wheat genome (Triticum aestivum 
l.; 2n = 6 × = 42; AABBDD) by the international wheat 
genome sequencing consortium (IWGSC) (IWGSC, 2014) 
serves as an important first step towards a wheat reference 
genome sequence (www.wheatgenome.org). This chromo-
some-specific assembly allow for a deeper understanding 
of the wheat genome composition, organization, and evo-
lution, as well as providing a resource for future research- 
and breeding efforts. However, due to the large chromo-
some size and extreme repeat content (>80 %), the wheat 
chromosome sequence assemblies are highly fragmented 
compared to for example barley (The International Barley 
Genome Sequencing Consortium 2012), rice (The Interna-
tional rice Genome Sequencing Consortium 2005), potato 
(The Potato Genome Sequencing Consortium 2011) and 
sorghum (Paterson et al. 2009).

In order to move towards a complete genome assem-
bly, physical contigs and scaffolds must be integrated with 
genetic maps at high density and high resolution. A major 
constraint for the genetic mapping in wheat is the non-uni-
form distribution of recombination events along the chro-
mosomes, with recombination rates dropping dramatically 
towards the centromere (Devos et al. 1995; Werner et al. 
1992; Akhunov et al. 2003). For instance, detailed analy-
ses of recombination frequencies in bread wheat chromo-
some 3B show that 90 % of crossing overs occur in only 
40 % of the chromosome (Saintenac et al. 2009). The same 
study also observed >85-fold differences for crossover fre-
quency per physical distance (cM/Mb) for a centrometic 
bin (C-3BS1-0.33) compared to a sub-telomeric bin (3BS8-
0.78-0.87) on chromosome 3B. This “recombination stiff-
ness” makes it very difficult to place and order sequence 

contigs along a chromosome. One approach has therefore 
been to combine several independent and complemen-
tary mapping approaches with meiotic mapping, such as 
synteny-based mapping using closely related species and 
deletion bin mapping (e.g. 3B and 1Bl) (Paux et al. 2008; 
Philippe et al. 2013). Although synteny-based mapping 
approaches can be powerful, inversions and translocations 
of genes and gene blocks in wheat relative to other grass 
genomes (like Brachypodium, rice and sorghum) is com-
mon (Kumar et al. 2012). Synteny-based mapping is there-
fore more reliable within smaller chromosomal blocks. 
Hence, assigning sequence contigs to smaller bins along 
the chromosome is of high value for the downstream syn-
teny-based sequence ordering, but also an important source 
for independent verification of the meiotic mapping results.

Deletion bin mapping is a recombination independent 
mapping strategy and involves the use of a series of over-
lapping deletions to map markers to relatively short (range 
20–155 Mb in size) chromosomal segments (deletion bins) 
(Qi et al. 2004). In bread wheat, aneuploid stocks have 
been extensively used to assign markers to chromosomes, 
chromosome arms, and bins within chromosome arms. 
Sears (1954) was the first to study and produce bread wheat 
aneuploids (cv. Chinese spring, CS), including 21 mono-
somics, 21 nullisomics and 21 tetrasomics (Sears 1954). In 
addition, more recently, using gametocidal genes to induce 
chromosome breaks, a set of 436 terminal chromosome 
deletions were identified in hexaploid wheat (endo and Gill 
1996). later, using set of wheat aneuploids and deletion 
stocks, 16,000 eSTs were bin mapped (Qi et al. 2004), of 
which 549 eSTs (corresponding to ~0.08 % of the chro-
mosome 7B physical length) were assigned to six bins on 
chromosome 7B (Hossain et al. 2004).

In the present study we describe the development of a 
high-density deletion bin map of wheat chromosome 7B, 
placing ~7.8 % of the chromosome 7B physical length into 
nine bins using nimblegen comparative genome hybridiza-
tion (CGH). In addition, an F6 recombinant inbred line (rIl) 
population containing 131 lines was assayed with the 90 K 
iSelect SnP chip (Wang et al. 2014), resulting in incorpora-
tion of 629 SnP markers into the 7B genetic map. This work 
is part of the IWGSC norwegian 7B sequencing project and 
aid in anchoring and ordering of physical sequence contigs 
from MTP (Minimal Tiling Path) BAC sequencing, a critical 
step towards a complete 7B reference sequence.

Materials and methods

Oligonucleotide probe design

Two types of oligonucleotide probes were extracted from 
the shotgun sequence assembly of chromosome 7B (Belova 

http://www.wheatgenome.org
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et al. 2013): random genomic (rG) probes and insertion 
site-based polymorphism (ISBP) probes (Fig. 1). In order 
to develop the rG probes, assemblies were first masked for 
repeats with repeatMasker (Smit et al. 1996–2010) against 
an in-house repeat content database [TreP ten combined 
with the repeats identified in Choulet et al. (2010)]. Masked 
contigs were fragmented in non-overlapping sequences of 
50 bp located ≥50 bp apart. ISBP finder (Paux et al. 2010) 
was used to identify ISBP sites with high and medium con-
fidence levels from which sequences of 50 bp, 25 bp from 
each side of the junction, were selected as ISBP probes.

Subsequent to the identification of rG and ISBP probes, 
we used BlASTn (Altschul et al. 1990) to identify and 
remove probe sequences with high similarity (hit length 
>45 bp and identity >95 %) to contigs in the 7A and 7D 
assemblies (IWGSC; http://www.wheatgenome.org/). 
Probes carrying homopolymers longer than 8 bp were 
excluded from the analysis. We also excluded probes that 
did not pass the ‘Cycle script’ designed by nimblegen 
or had a calculated oligonucleotide melting temperature 
outside the 66–86 °C range. A collection of wheat eSTs 
(lazo et al. 2004) was used to design random control 
probes (50 bp long) that were not overrepresented with 7B 
sequences.

Plant material

Two tetraploid wheat lines, langdon (lDn; AABB; 
2n = 4× = 28:13″ + 7B″) and langdon chromosome sub-
stitution line (lDn-DS 7D (7B), 2n = 4× = 28:13″ + 7D″, 
in which chromosomes 7B is substituted by 7D chromo-
somes of the hexaploid cultivar CS (Joppa and Williams 
1977), were used initially for screening and identification 
of 7B specific probes and later as reference samples to esti-
mate absence/presence (i.e. M-values) of probes in CS 7B 
deletion stocks (see sections below for details).

Among the deletion stocks of the hexaploid wheat cul-
tivar CS (T. aestivum) (endo and Gill 1996), lines with 
terminal deletions in chromosome 7B and its ditelosomic 
lines (DT7Bl and DT7BS) were used in the CGH assays. 
Details of 7B deletion stocks used in this study are pro-
vided in Table 1. The fraction length (Fl) reflects the posi-
tion of the breakpoint from the centromere relative to the 
length of the complete arm. Seeds for deletion lines were 
kindly provided by Dr. Bikram S. Gill, Department of Plant 
Pathology, Kansas State University, Manhattan, KS, USA.

CGH sample preparation and hybridization

DnA from leaf tissue was isolated by the CTAB method 
(Springer 2010). labeling and hybridization of samples 
were performed according to the nimblegen protocol. Half 
a µg DnA of each sample was labeled using either Cy3 or 

Cy5-labeled random nonamers. Samples were denatur-
ated at 98 °C for 10 min and chilled on ice for 2 min. The 
DnA was incubated for 2 h at 37 °C with 100 units Kle-
now Fragment (5′-3′ exo-) and dnTP mix (10 mM each). 
After adding stop solution (0.5 M eDTA), samples were 
precipitated with naCl and isopropanol and centrifuged at 
12,000 × g for 10 min. The pellets were re-suspended in 
25 µl of H20. Twenty µg of Cy3 and Cy5 labeled samples 
were mixed in a 1.5 ml tube and dried in a vacuum concen-
trator on low heat. each sample pair was then re-suspended 
in unique sample tracking control and added to 8.7 µl of 
the hybridization solution mix. Tubes were first incubated 
at 95 °C for 5 min, and then at 42 °C for 5 min. Samples 
were hybridized to CGH array for 60–72 h at 42 °C. Slides 
were washed and immediately scanned using the MS 200 

de-novo sequence assembly 7B
 (contigs and scaffolds)

repeatmask sequences

blast probes against de-novo
assemblies of 7A and 7D

no homopolymers of >=8bp

Tm between 66 and 86

                  extract 50bp features

       ISBP finder

Fig. 1  Overview of the CGH nimblegen probe design pipeline

Table 1  Set of deletion lines with their corresponding fragment 
length (Fl), showing the percent of the chromosome arm present

Deletion stock Fragment length nomenclature

Del7BS-2 0.27 Fl-0.27

Del7Bl-14 0.14 Fl-0.14

Del7Bl-2 0.33 Fl-0.33

Del7Bl-1 0.40 Fl-0.40

Del7Bl-9 0.45 Fl-0.45

Del7Bl-7Del1DS-3 0.63 Fl-0.63

Del7Bl-5 0.69 Fl-0.69

Del7Bl-13 0.79 Fl-0.79

Del7Bl-3 0.86 Fl-0.86

http://www.wheatgenome.org/)
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microarray scanner according to the array manufacturer’s 
protocol. Probe fluorescence intensities were extracted with 
the nimbleScan 2.1 software. raw data was normalized 
by two-dimensional loess spatial normalization followed 
by M-A loess normalization for each sample comparison 
using the control probes as training set (GeO submission 
GSe57461).

Selection of 7B chromosome specific probes

In order to select a subset of 7B specific probes as well as 
a set of control probes which do not hybridize to the 7B 
genomic sequence we first performed CGH between two 
tetraploid langdon wheat lines that differ only by the pres-
ence of the 7B chromosome in the genome (lDn contains 
7B, while lDn-DS 7D (7B) lacks 7B). The experiment 
was carried out with a 3*720 K CGH microarray using a 
dye swap design where each sample was labeled with both 
Cy5 and Cy3. The selected set of 7B specific probes and 
control probes was then printed on a 12*270 K CGH chip 
(roche, nimbleGen Inc.) and hybridized with CS deletion 
lines.

Genotyping presence absence variation in CS deletion lines

The CS deletion lines have various sized terminal overlap-
ping deletions, usually >10 % of the chromosome arm (endo 
and Gill 1996). The distribution of log2 ratios of hybridiza-
tion signal intensities between deletion lines and wild type 
(referred to as M-values) is therefore expected to be a com-
bination of two underlying distributions, representing probes 
being deleted (i.e. absent) and those that are present (Fig. 2).

To determine the probability for a probe to 
belong either to the “present” or “absent” classes, 

we used Gaussian mixture model clustering [Pabs, 
(1 − Pabs) = Ppres] as implemented in the r package 
Mclust (Fraley and raftery 2007). The parameter ‘G’ 
(number of groups) was fixed to 2, while all other param-
eters were estimated by the Mclust software. The number 
of absent probes for each deletion line was estimated by 
intersecting results from two different Mclust analyses 
using different lDn line hybridizations as a reference. A 
sequence was only assigned as absent or present if both 
Mclust analyses supported the same classification with 
≥80 % probability. Probes that did not meet this crite-
rion were assigned to the nA class (i.e. not possible to 
classify). long M-value distribution tails in combina-
tion with a limited separation of the absent and present 
distribution peaks sometimes lead to erroneously assign-
ment of probes with high M-values to the absent class. 
Probes with M-values higher than the mean M-value in 
the present class were therefore given a probability of 0 
for belonging to the absent class.

Assignment of sequences to deletion bins

Assignment of sequences to deletion bins was based on a 
two-step strategy using the absence/presence classifications 
from each deletion line. In the first step, we compared each 
deletion line (X) to the deletion line with an incrementally 
smaller deletion (Y) and identified sequences present in 
Y but absent in X. To assign sequences to the most distal 
deletion bins on the two 7B arms, we compared lines with 
the smallest deletions to ditelosomic lines carrying a com-
plete copy of that chromosome arm. In the second step, we 
used this initial bin assignment and confirmed that each bin 
mapped sequence was present in all other deletion lines 
with smaller deletions.

M
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Fig. 2  Schematic explanation of the two groups of probes (present and absent) when comparing deletion line and reference line
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SnP-based genetic map of chromosome 7B

A mapping population of 131 rIls was developed 
from a cross between the CIMMYT breeding line 
‘SABUF/5/BCn/4/rABI//GS/CrA/3/Ae.SQUArrOSA 
(190)’ (selection history CASS94Y00042S-32Pr-
1B-0 M-0Y) and the German spring wheat cv. ‘naxos’ 
(pedigree Tordo/St.Mir808-Bastion//Miranet). The popula-
tion was advanced from F2 to F6 through the single seed 
descent (SSD) method. DnA was extracted from F6 plants 
using Dneasy plant DnA extraction kit (Qiagen). The 
population was genotyped with the iSelect 90 K wheat 
chip from Illumina, which contains a total of 81,587 SnP 
markers (Wang et al. 2014). Genotypes were called using 
Genome Studio V2011.1. Due to the hexaploid genome 
constitution of wheat, the automatic clustering algo-
rithm identified only 3,117 polymorphic markers that fit 
the expected segregation ratio for a diploid locus in the 
F6 population. An additional 7,255 polymorphic markers 
with skewed clustering patterns due to signal noise from 
the other two genomes were called manually giving a total 
of 10,372 SnP markers for further analysis. Genetic link-
age groups were created using the program MST map (Wu 
et al. 2008) with a cutoff p value of 1e-6, maximum dis-
tance of 15 cM between markers, minimum size of link-
age group being 2 cM. MST map linkage groups were then 
assigned to chromosomes based on the BlASTn results 
of SnP sequences against survey sequences of A-, B- and 
D genomes (IWGSC data repository at http://wheat-urgi.
versailles.inra.fr/). Only markers giving a hit to a single 
chromosome with ≥99 % sequence identity and 100 % 
coverage were assigned to a chromosome. Finally, the Join-
Map v.4 Maximum likelihood algorithm was used to esti-
mate marker order for the 7B linkage group.

Verification of the CGH bin mapping results

We used three independent methods to verify the bin 
mapping approach and estimate the error rate. In the 
first approach, we performed PCr-based verification of 
the mapped sequences. Primers were designed from bin 
mapped sequences with ISBP finder, tested for 7B speci-
ficity using the 7B CS ditelosomic lines and then used for 
PCr amplification in CS deletion lines to identify the bin 
location of the markers. PCr reactions were carried out in 
10 μl total reaction using 60 ng of genomic DnA contain-
ing 1 μl 10 × PCr buffer, 0.2 μl 10 mM dnTPs and 0.1 μl 
of 5 units/μl of AmpliTaq DnA polymerase (Applied Bio-
systems). The PCr conditions used were as follows: 94 °C 
for 3 min, 45 cycles of: 45 s at 94 °C, 45 s at 59 °C, 90 s at 
72 °C, followed by a final extension at 72 °C for 10 min. 
The PCr products were separated on a 1.5 % agarose gel 
and visualized using ethidium bromide staining.

In the second verification approach, we took advantage 
of the fact that some of the bin mapped sequences in this 
study have sequence homology with the previously bin 
mapped eSTs (Hossain et al. 2004). The sequences that 
we bin map in the present study were used in a BlASTn 
search against sequences of the previously 7B bin mapped 
eSTs. BlAST hits were filtered based on ≥99 % identity 
and 100 % coverage. redundant eSTs were not considered 
in this analysis. redundant eSTs are defined as eSTs giv-
ing a hit to the same bin mapped sequence with the identi-
cal start and end position, identical mismatches, identical 
gap length and identical hit length.

The final validation of deletion bin mapping results 
was done by integrating genetically mapped SnPs into the 
deletion bin map. In order to assign SnP markers to dele-
tion bins, BlASTn search of SnP sequences against bin 
mapped sequences was performed. Only hits with ≥99 % 
identity and 100 % coverage of the marker locus were con-
sidered in this study.

Distribution of genes along deletion bins

The 7B gene calls from the wheat CSS (IWGSC data 
repository at http://wheat-urgi.versailles.inra.fr/Seq-repos-
itory/Genes-annotations) were used in a BlASTX (Alts-
chul et al. 1990) search to estimate gene content of the bin 
mapped sequences. BlAST result filtering was carried out 
in the following way: (a) Only query hits with a minimum 
sequence identity of ≥99 % and a minimum length of 30 
amino acid were considered in the analyses (b) Duplicated 
gene hits in one scaffold were removed from the analyses. 
Duplicated hits were defined as hits belonging to the same 
gene ID. The gene density in a bin was calculated by divid-
ing the number of gene hits with the total scaffold length in 
that bin.

Results

CGH and selection of chromosome 7B specific CGH 
probes

In order to identify probe sequences which detect pres-
ence/absence variation (PAV) between lDn and lDn 
7D (7B) genotypes we conducted a pilot experiment 
using a 720 K CGH microarray chip. The M-values of 
lDn versus lDn-DS 7D (7B) comparisons, was used as 
probe selection criterium. Probes with large difference in 
hybridization intensity (M-values >0.35) and high repro-
ducibility between replicates were classified as chromo-
some 7B specific. non-polymorphic control probes were 
selected from the subset of probes with an M-value close 
to zero (−0.02 < M < +0.02). From this experiment, a set 

http://wheat-urgi.versailles.inra.fr/
http://wheat-urgi.versailles.inra.fr/
http://wheat-urgi.versailles.inra.fr/Seq-Repository/Genes-annotations
http://wheat-urgi.versailles.inra.fr/Seq-Repository/Genes-annotations
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of 49,500 7B probes (11 % ISBP and 89 % rG probes) 
and 18,000 control probes were selected and printed on a 
12*270 K CGH chip with each probe replicated four times 
per chip. Using BlASTn against 7B IWGSC gene calls 
we estimate that 0.9 % of rG probes on the 270 K CGH 
chip are derived from coding genes. This is comparable 
to the total percentage of coding sequence in the 7B CSS 
assembly (0.7 %). low quality CGH hybridizations were 
excluded from the dataset based on the experimental met-
rics reports (nimbleScan 2.1 software). In total, we hybrid-
ized 17 CS cytogenetic stocks out of which 11 yielded high 
quality CGH results and were used for the bin mapping 
(Table 1).

effect of probe type on M-value distribution

In hexaploid wheat, ISBP markers have provided high 
level of sub-genome specificity compared to DnA probes 
designed from the coding regions (Choulet et al. 2010). 
Generally, probes will have a better signal to background 
ratio when there is less cross hybridization to other regions 
of the genome. In order to investigate the relationship 
between the type of the probe and its hybridization proper-
ties, we first generated ten M-value distributions between 
different deletion lines, calculated the proportion of ISBP 
and rG probes in the 10 % lowest range of log2 distribu-
tions, and then compared this with the total proportions 
of ISBP and rG probes on the array. Mean proportion of 
ISBP probes in the lowest range of log2 distributions were 
10 % (range 7–14 %) (data not shown), comparable to the 
proportion of ISBPs among the total number of the probes 
(11 %) indicating similar hybridization properties of both 
types of probes.

effect of combining signals from multiple probes 
in presence/absence genotyping

Our approach to genotyping presence/absence variation 
on chromosome 7B relies on the ability to accurately pre-
dict which sub-distribution of M-values a particular probe 
belongs to (Fig. 2). Thus, a good separation of the two 
underlying M-values distributions is expected to result 
in more robust probe classification. We have used 7B 
assembly sequence to design 7B specific probes. In many 
cases multiple probes were derived from the same contig 
or scaffold (combination of several contigs). In total, we 
designed 49,500 probes from 33,286 contigs, giving an 
average of 1.49 probes per contig (range 1–17). Further-
more, many contigs belong to larger scaffolds (1.43 con-
tigs per scaffold, range 1–18). We therefore investigated 
the relationship between the number of probes used to 
estimate M-values and the peak separation in the bimodal 
M-value distribution. This showed that the separation 

between M-value distributions significantly improved 
as the number of probes used for M-value calculation 
increased (Fig. 3a). However, merging signals from sev-
eral probes comes at a cost, since it leads to fewer data 
points. We chose to conduct all following analyses using 
M-values from sequences containing at least 3 probes, 
giving a total of 5,577 sequences for the analysis. The 
ratio of sequences derived from 7BS to 7Bl was 40:60 % 
(2267/3310) and a total of 5,177 probe sequences could 
be classified as either absent or present in at least one 
deletion line. ninety-two percent of the sequences were 
assigned to a class in at least 50 % of all CGH analyses 
of deletion lines. Among these, a strong positive correla-
tion was observed between the number of probe obser-
vations and the power to classify a sequence as present/
absent (Fig. 3b). Thus, the parameters chosen represent a 
reasonable trade-off between the number of probes used 
per sequence for presence/absence calling and mapping 
accuracy.

Determining PAV in the deletion lines

The estimated number of deleted sequences in the CS 
deletion lines is shown in Table 2. With a few exceptions, 
our results fit well with the expected deletion sizes based 
on cytological evidence (endo and Gill 1996). Mean dis-
crepancy between expected and observed deletion size was 
5.2 %. Three lines with deletions in the 7Bl (Fl-0.86, 
Fl-0.79 and Fl-0.69) showed significant deviations from 
the expectations. The Fl-0.86 had a 7 % higher proportion 
of absent probes than expected, while Fl-0.79 and Fl-0.69 
had fewer absent probes than expected (Table 2).

To further describe the nature of deletions in Fl-0.86, 
Fl-0.79 and Fl-0.69 lines, we plotted log2 distributions 
of Fl-0.86 vs. Fl-0.79, Fl-0.79 vs. Fl-0.69, and Fl-0.86 
vs. Fl-0.69 (Fig. 4). If Fl-0.86, Fl-0.79 and Fl-0.69 
represent incrementally larger deletions, we expect set of 
M-values to occur on the lower right side of the plot (i.e. 
present probes in the smaller deletion which are absent in 
the larger deletion). From the plots it appears that Fl-0.79 
has presence and absence variation relative to both Fl-0.86 
and Fl-0.69. Moreover, Fl-0.86 and Fl-0.69 have virtu-
ally identical M-values across the 7Bl sequences (Fig. 4). 
This result shows that cytological estimation of the deletion 
length and type in the Fl-0.86, Fl-0.79 and Fl-0.69 lines-
most likely is wrong.

Bin mapping of 7B sequences

In total we bin mapped ~74,130 Kbp (3,671 sequence con-
tigs and scaffolds), representing ~7.8 % of 7B chromosome 
sequence. Using the 7B gene models generated in the CSS 
project we estimated the gene density (genes/Kbp) along 
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the bins on 7B (Table 3). Gene density was distributed une-
venly along the 7B chromosome with an increase in gene 
density from the centromere to the telomere (from 0.01 to 
0.02 for 7Bl and from 0.01 to 0.02 for 7BS). The average 

gene density for the centromeric region (bins 7Bl_0 - 0.14 
and 7BS_0 - 0.27) was 1 gene per 107 Kb. The gene den-
sity increased by ~2-fold for distal bins.

In constructing a precise bin map, single terminal dele-
tions are preferred over multiple or interstitial deletions 
(Hohmann et al. 1995). Since our hybridization data sup-
port an aberrant nature of deletions types (i.e. not single ter-
minal deletions) in the Fl-0.69, Fl-0.79 and Fl-0.86 lines, 
all sequences deleted in any of these lines were grouped 
into one pseudo bin (7Bl_0.69* − 1.00). For each of these 
three lines bin mapping was first performed by comparison 
with ditelosomic line carrying a complete 7Bl arm. Three 
hundred and nine, 283 and 351 sequences were mapped to 
7Bl_0.69 − 1.00, 7Bl_0.79 − 1.00 and 7Bl_0.86 − 1.00, 
respectively. Among them, 253 sequences (4,429 Kbp) 
were mapped to all three bins. Bin 7Bl_0.79 − 1.00 had 25 
unique mapped sequences compared to 7Bl_0.86 − 1.00. 
eight out of 25 were mapped to the bin Bl_0.69 − 1.00 
as well. Bins 7Bl_0.69 − 1.00 and 7Bl_0.86 − 1.00 
shared additional 63 mapped sequences. 5, 17 and 30 
sequences were uniquely mapped to 7Bl_0.69 − 1.00, 
7Bl_0.79 − 1.00 and 7Bl_0.86 − 1.00. In total, 381 
sequences were mapped to 7Bl_0.69* − 1.00.
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Table 2  Deleted sequences in 7B deletion lines

a Proportion is calculated based on predicted absent scaffolds on the 
correct arm only

Arm Deletion line expected proportion 
deleted

Absent probes

7BS 7Bl Proportiona

7BS DT7BS − 1,680 7 −
Fl-0.27 0.73 1,294 4 0.57

7Bl Fl-0.14 0.86 1 2,227 0.67

Fl-0.33 0.67 2 2,257 0.68

Fl-0.40 0.6 1 1,855 0.56

Fl-0.45 0.55 0 1,770 0.53

Fl-0.63 0.37 2 1,453 0.44

Fl-0.69 0.31 0 658 0.20

Fl-0.79 0.21 0 563 0.17

Fl-0.86 0.14 8 709 0.21

DT7Bl − 7 2,902 −
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Validation of the bin mapping results

In order to verify the accuracy of our bin mapping results 
we used three different approaches. First, PCr-based ISBP 
markers were designed from randomly selected bin mapped 
7B sequences and used to validate the bin assignment. Out 
of 12 markers screened, ten were absent in relevant dele-
tion lines. Two markers were mapped to all deletion lines 
tested, however, there were clear band intensity differ-
ence (Supplementary material 1). In the second validation 
approach we compared our bin mapping results with pre-
viously mapped eSTs (Hossain et al. 2004). Seventy-one 
percent of the sequences were assigned to the same bin as 
reported earlier (Hossain et al. 2004). The remaining 29 % 

of sequences (20 sequences out of 69 tested) were mapped 
to different deletion bin than previously reported. In order 
to determine if this discrepancy represented error in our 
CGH-based bin mapping, PCr-based ISBP markers were 
designed from sequence scaffolds from which the mapped 
eSTs were derived (determined by BlASTn). Twelve 
out of the 20 ISBP markers were 7B specific and used 
in PCr reactions with CS deletion lines. eleven of these 
assays supported our CGH-based results, while only one 
supported the results from Hossain et al. (2004) (Fig. 5). 
The third approach to confirm the results of CGH-based 
bin mapping involved a comparison of the positions of 
marker sequences of bin maps with a genetic map. A rIl 
mapping population was used to construct genetic map of 
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Fig. 4  M-value correlations between different deletions lines

Table 3  Bin mapping of 
sequences with proportion of 
gene hits in deletion bins

Bl_0.69* - 1.00 contains 
sequences mapped to 
Bl_0.69 − 1.00, Bl_0.79 - 
1.00 and Bl_0.86 - 1.00

Arm Bin no of sequences Mapped Kbp Gene hits per Kbp number of 
unique gene hits

7BS 7Bl

7BS BS 1,643 0

BS_0.27 − 1.00 1,262 0 26,807 0.023 607

BS_0 − 0.27 211 0 5,318 0.011 60

7Bl Bl_0 − 0.14 1 407 8,222 0.010 83

Bl_0.14 − 0.33 0 64 1,118 0.016 18

Bl_0.33 − 0.4 0 233 4,494 0.019 85

Bl_0.4 − 0.45 0 127 2,268 0.020 46

Bl_0.45 − 0.63 0 312 6,420 0.022 138

Bl_0.63 - 0.69* 0 674 12,909 0.018 241

Bl_0.69* - 1.00 0 381 6,574 0.021 136

Bl 0 1,906
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chromosome 7B consisting of 629 SnP markers represent-
ing 225 unique loci (total map length 180 cM). A total of 
116 markers on the genetic map could be assigned to 70 
sequences mapped across five deletion bins of the wheat 
7B (Fig. 6). An almost perfect relationship between the 
order of markers on the genetic map and the order of dele-
tion bin assignment was identified by visual inspection. 
The only exception was marker wsnp_Be443010B_Ta_2_2 
(see dotted line with aestrix in Fig. 6), which was mapped 
to the deletion bin Bl_0.45 − 0.63 (Supplementary mate-
rial 2), while the surrounding markers were assigned to 
Bl_0.63 − 0.69*. Therefore, the comparative analysis with 
previously bin mapped eSTs, 7B genetic map, and PCr 
verification suggest high reliability of our approach of the 
contig and scaffold sequence assignation to deletion bins.

Discussion

The development of a high quality and high resolution 
integrated physical and genetic map for the allohexaploid 
genome of bread wheat represents a significant challenge. 
Various mapping data, including recombination based map-
ping, radiation hybrid mapping, synteny-based mapping 
and deletion bin mapping is deemed necessary to anchor 
and order physical contigs (Paux et al. 2008; Philippe et al. 
2013). In this study a high-density deletion bin map of 
chromosome 7B placing ~7.8 % of the 7B sequence into 
nine deletion bins was developed using high-throughput 
nimblegen CGH microarray platform. This work repre-
sents an important step towards a physically ordered 7B 
reference sequence. In addition, high-density deletion bin 

map of 7B may serve as an excellent resource of new mark-
ers for fine mapping and map based cloning of genes/QTl 
located on chromosome 7B.

Fig. 5  Agarose gel profile of 
PCr products amplified by 
ISBP primers designed from 
sequences assigned to dele-
tion bins. Deletion lines used 
are: a-DT7BS, b-Fl-0.27, 
c-DT7Bl, d-Fl-0.63, e-Fl-
0.45, f-Fl-0.33, g- Fl-0.79. 
Numbers indicate the primer 
pairs (supplementary material 
3). Plus and minus indicate 
expected presence or absence of 
bands in the corresponding CS 
deletion lines according to the 
deletion bin mapping results

BS 0.27−1.00

BS 0−0.27

BL 0−0.14

BL 0.14−0.33

BL 0.33−0.4
BL 0.4−0.45

BL 0.45−0.63

BL 0.63−0.69*

 BL 0.69*−1.00

Fig. 6  Comparison of the 7B genetic map and deletion bin map
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CGH design, PAV genotyping, and error rates

Deletion calling in a hexaploid genome with hybridization 
based methods is inherently difficult due to background 
signals from highly similar homeologous DnA sequences. 
It is therefore critical to maximize the specificity of probe 
hybridization. As a first step we used the CSS assemblies 
to perform a BlAST-based filtering step to remove probe 
sequences with high sequence similarity with 7A and 7D 
chromosomes. Furthermore, we included different classes 
of genomic probes on the CGH array with potential differ-
ences in sub-genome specificity. Interestingly, the ISBP-
based probes known to be highly sub-genome specific 
(Choulet et al. 2010) did not differ significantly in hybridi-
zation properties compared to rG probes. Thus both probe 
types can be successfully used in CGH experiments in 
hexaploid wheat.

Mclust method was used to classify probes based on 
their M-values as a DnA sequence that was either “pre-
sent” or “absent” (i.e. deleted). It was evident that this 
method had low power when applied to single probes 
(i.e. 50 bp replicated four times per CGH array) (Fig. 3). 
However, when multiple co-localized probes were used 
to estimate M-values for whole sequence contigs and/or 
scaffolds we could successfully assign DnA sequences 
to chromosome arms and deletion bins (Table 3) with 
low error rates. Frequencies of incorrect assignment 
of sequences to chromosome arms were very low, but 
slightly higher when we used two (0.9 %) compared to 
three probes per estimated M-value (0.03 %) (data not 
shown). Furthermore, three different CGH-independent 
verification approaches also supported a high level of 
accuracy for bin assignment. In the PCr-based valida-
tion experiments, 83 % of the markers were unambigu-
ously mapped to the expected deletion bins. The remain-
ing markers mapped to all deletion lines tested, however, 
a clear band intensity difference between deletion lines 
indicates a difference in DnA content (i.e. deletion) as 
predicted from the CGH results (Supplementary material 
1). next, a comparison between CGH results and previ-
ous bin mapped eSTs revealed 29 % discordance; how-
ever, additional PCr based assays revealed that only 
8 % of this discordance suggested error in our CGH 
results. The comparison with previous eST bin mapping 
therefore suggests an error rate of approximately 2.5 % 
(0.29 × 0.08 = 0.023). Another validation of the accuracy 
of our results was provided by comparison with a genetic 
map of 7B. The comparison of sequence order from a 
genetic map with the bin map showed that only 1 out of 
116 (0.8 %) sequences in the genetic map did not con-
cur with the bin map order. In conclusion, the results from 
validation experiment suggest an error rate of <2.5 %.

Discrepancy between cytological and genetic estimates 
of deletion sizes

A strong overall correlation between the observed and 
expected proportion of deleted probes was found for the 
aneuploid lines (Table 2). However, three deletion lines 
(Fl_0.69, Fl_0.79 and Fl_0.86) showed discrepancies 
in the ranking of deletion size and that these lines have 
both presence and absence variation relative to each other 
(Table 2; Fig. 4). These results agree with earlier reports 
that these three lines contain terminal deletions combined 
with interstitial deletions rather than single terminal dele-
tions (Hohmann et al. 1995).

Conclusion

The high-density deletion bin map of wheat chromo-
some 7B was successfully constructed by genotyping 
aneuploid wheat stocks using 270 K CGH nimblegen 
microarray. Using the most recently published chro-
mosome survey sequences of bread wheat A, B and D 
sub-genomes (IWGSC, 2014) we could design 7B spe-
cific CGH probes, and accurately assign a total of 3,671 
sequence contigs and scaffolds (~8 % of the chromosome 
7B) to nine chromosomal bins. This map is the high-
est density deletion bin map for 7B so far, representing 
a ~100× increase in the bin mapped 7B sequence com-
pared to previous studies (Hossain et al. 2004) and repre-
sents an important step towards high-resolution physical 
map of 7B.
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Abstract 

Bread wheat is one of the world’s most important cereals, yet wheat sequencing and genomic 

research remain challenging because of its complex polyploid genome and high repeat 

content. To obtain a high-quality reference sequence for wheat, a BAC-based physical map 

for each chromosome is constructed prior to sequencing. In this study we present the first 

draft of a genetically anchored and ordered physical map of the long arm of bread wheat 

chromosome 7B. First, fingerprinting generated a 7BL MTP consisting of 5,229 BACs. 

Sequencing of these BACs resulted in 105,445 contigs with a contig N50 of 17,5 Kbp. Further 

scaffolding with 10Kb- and 20Kb- MP libraries improved N50 by approximately 7 fold. 

Finally, the integration of the 7BL physical map with the generated sequences resulted in 125 

physical contigs covering the entire chromosome arm. To anchor these physical contigs to the 

chromosome map, we applied a combination of several mapping resources including high-

density deletion bin mapping, genetic mapping utilizing three crosses and synteny mapping. 

By performing in silico integration of the physical map, 109 7BL physical contigs spanning 

~514 Mbp or ~98% of the 7B sequence scaffold were assigned chromosomal positions. 

Among them 96 physical contigs were placed in a linear order with 61% assigned with a high 

confidence. In the current study, 16 of 7BL physical contigs failed to be anchored to the 7B 

map used, representing only 1.7% of the 7BL sequence. 

Keywords: wheat, physical map, genetic map, synteny-based mapping, deletion mapping, 
contig 

Abbreviations: MTP: Minimum Tiling Path, MP: mate pair, CS: Chinese Spring 
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Introduction 

 

Interest for unraveling the genomes of cereals is mainly governed by the critical role of 

cereals in world food supplies. Wheat is one of the most nutritionally important cereals, 

providing around 20% of the calories in human diet and its consumption is growing rapidly. 

Over the past years the growth in grain yields has stagnated at around 0.9% per year (Wheat 

lag  2014). To meet future demands for food, it is estimated that wheat yields must grow by 

1.7% each year. One important resource expected to contribute significantly to this increase is 

the genome sequence of bread wheat.  

Bread wheat, Triticum aestivum. L., is an allohexaploid (A, B and D genomes) with a genome 

size of 17 Gbp containing more than 80% repeat sequences (Choulet et al. 2010; Dvorak and 

Zhang 1990; Dvorak et al. 1993). The genome of T. aestivum arose from three separate 

hybridization events. According to recent findings, the first hybridization occurred between 

species carrying the A and the B genomes 1-2 million years after their divergence from a 

common ancestor ~7 million years ago giving rise to the D-genome through homoploid 

hybrid speciation (Marcussen et al. 2014). The second hybridization is estimated to have 

occurred approximately 500,000 years ago between the two grass species T. urartu (the A 

genome donor), and T. speltoides (the B genome donor) giving rise to tetraploid species. The 

third hybridization is believed to have occurred approximately 10,000 years ago in cereal 

fields between cultivated tetraploid wheat (AABB) and the wild grass Ae. taushii (D genome) 

(Petersen et al. 2006). The two last hybridizations were followed by chromosome doubling in 

the new hybrid, enabling normal bivalent formation at meiosis and thus the production of 

fertile plants.  

One commonly used strategy for sequencing large genomes is the BAC-by-BAC approach, in 

which BAC libraries containing DNA from the species under study are first constructed, then 

the BACs are assembled into physical contigs using BAC finger printing, followed by 

anchoring of the derived physical contigs to chromosomes using various methods. BACs that 

cover the entire chromosome with a minimum sequence overlap are then identified, referred 

to as a Minimal Tiling Path (MTP). These MTP BACs are then sequenced and assembled into 

the sequence of the physical contigs. One approach to perform fingerprinting is to use the 

SNaPshot HICF technology in which individual BAC clones are digested with restriction 

nucleases producing DNA fragments that are separated by capillary electrophoresis (Luo et al. 
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2010). Physical contigs are made by assembling fingerprinted BAC fragments based on the 

overlaps of sets of bands (using the FPC (Soderlund et al. 1997) or LTC (Frenkel et al. 2010) 

software). It should be noted that erroneous BAC contig formation can occur due to several 

reasons, including genome repeats, locally low information content in finger printing, and 

clone-by-clone DNA contamination.  

Integration of fingerprint-based physical maps with other molecular maps such as genetic 

maps, deletion bin maps, radiation hybrid maps reduces the number of chimeric physical 

contigs and increases overall confidence in the final assembly. Successful anchoring of 

physical contigs using genetic maps depends on a high marker density and evenly distributed 

markers, as well as sufficient map resolution. In wheat, ordering of physical contigs along the 

chromosomes solely based on genetic maps is challenging, if not impossible, due to 

suppression of recombination in the (peri) centromeric region (Saintenac et al. 2009). To 

augment the anchoring process in wheat, other approaches have been utilized, including 

deletion bin mapping, synteny-based mapping using closely related species (Kumar et al. 

2012b; Philippe et al. 2013) and radiation hybrid mapping. Deletion mapping utilizes a set of 

wheat deletion stocks and allows anchoring of markers to relatively short (ranging from 20 to 

155 Mb in size) chromosomal segments (deletion bins) (Qi et al. 2004). The limitation of this 

approach is a lack of order of sequences within the bins. Local synteny between wheat and 

other related sequenced genomes of species, e.g. Brachypodium, rice and sorghum, can help 

in the ordering and the orientation of contigs within bins (Kumar et al. 2012b) (Kumar et al. 

2012b). One of the limitations of this approach is the presence of inversions and transposition 

of genes and/or gene blocks (Kumar et al. 2012b). Recent publications suggest that radiation-

hybrid mapping can enable high-resolution mapping in wheat. Mapping resolution reported 

for wheat chromosomes have been reported to be in the range 140-200Kb (Kumar et al. 

2012a; Kalavacharla et al. 2006). However, even though the reported resolution is extremely 

high, the experiments were performed on few BAC contigs, with no evidence for high-

resolution mapping and ordering of all BAC contigs along wheat chromosomes. Altogether, it 

is apparent that combined anchoring strategies must be applied to complex genomes such as 

wheat to successfully order BAC contigs along the chromosomes.  

The international wheat genome sequencing consortium (IWGSC) was established to 

sequence the bread wheat genome and develop physical and genetic maps 

(www.wheatgenome.org). To reduce the complexity of the genome, the task of sequencing 

the entire wheat genome has been subdivided into the sequencing of individual chromosome 
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arms. Sufficient amount of chromosome arm-specific DNA for BAC library construction was 

obtained by flow-sorting (Safar et al. 2010). This manuscript focuses on the ordering of the 

7BL physical contigs produced by the BAC sequencing effort by the Norwegian IWGSC sub-

project “Expanding the technology base for Norwegian wheat breeding; Sequencing wheat 

chromosome 7B”. The purpose of the work described here is to anchor the 7BL physical 

contigs to the 7B genetic and molecular maps. The anchoring is carried out by a combination 

of 7BL deletion bin mapping, genetic and synteny-based mapping to produce the first draft 

version of the 7BL chromosome arm.    
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Material and methods 

Physical contig sequencing and assembly 

The sequence of the physical contigs from the long arm of bread wheat chromosome 7B was 

produced by the Norwegian IWGSC sub-project “Expanding the technology base for 

Norwegian wheat breeding “Sequencing wheat chromosome 7B”. The work leading to the 

physical contigs included DNA isolation from chromosome 7BL by flow-sorting, construction 

of BAC libraries and finger printing of the BACs to construct MTP. As a supplement to MTP 

clones, 579 randomly selected clones were selected for sequencing, giving a total of 5,808 

sequenced 7BL BAC clones. In addition to Illumina pair end sequencing, mate pair libraries 

of 10Kb and 20Kb inserts were constructed for pools of 12 BACs of the entire 7BL MTP. The 

physical contigs for the 7BL-specific BAC library were assembled using two methods: (a) 

FPC software (Soderlund et al. 1997) according to the standard recommendation of the 

IWGSC (Scalabrin et al. 2010) and (b) the LTC software (Frenkel et al. 2010). The MTP used 

was selected based on a LTC contig assembly. LTC-based contigs were manually elongated 

and merged into the longest possible physical scaffolds. Based on the anchoring results 

presented below, some of these physical contigs were subjected to further editing.  

 

Ordering and anchoring of the 7BL physical contigs using molecular and genetic maps 

Anchoring of the physical contigs was performed using a combination of different mapping 

approaches: (a) deletion bin mapping, (b) genetic mapping and (c) synteny-based mapping. 

The sequences of the individual BACs were used to anchor BAC physical contigs in silico to 

selected marker sequences with BLASTN (Altschul et al. 1990). Subsequent to the initial 

anchoring, we have improved the accuracy of marker positions within each BAC contig and 

the positioning of BAC contigs by manual curation. Physical contigs mapping to conflicting 

marker positions were identified and reexamined. Putatively chimeric contigs were manually 

edited using LTC.   

  

a. Deletion-bin mapping of chromosome 7BL 

In order to place the physical contigs into deletion bins along chromosome 7BL, sequences 

previously assigned to 7B chromosomal bins as part of this thesis (Belova et al. 2014) were 
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used in BLASTN searches to identify these sequences in the BACs of the physical contigs. 

The BLASTN results were parsed to keep hits with at least 99% of sequence identity and 

covering at least 30% of the query length.  

b. Genetic mapping of chromosome 7B 

Three genetic populations were used to genetically anchor the physical contigs of 7BL. The 

first population, comprising ~282 F8 individuals derived from the cross between Chinese 

Spring and Renan (later referred as CS*Renan) were genotyped with an Axiom high-density 

genotyping chip carrying 423,385 SNPs (420K SNP chip). The 7B linkage map was provided 

by P. Sourdille (Institut National de la recherché agronomique, INRA). The INRA group 

kindly provided access to the IWGSC chromosome survey sequences from which SNP 

marker sequences originated.  To assign SNP markers of the 7B genetic map to the BAC 

sequences, BLASTN searches of the chromosome-survey sequences (Consortium 2014) 

against the BAC sequences were performed. BLASTN hits were filtered based on >=99% 

identity and >=10% coverage of the query length (the length of the survey sequence contig). 

The second population consisting of 131 recombinant inbred lines (RILs) was developed from 

a cross between the CIMMYT breeding line 

'SABUF/5/BCN/4/RABI//GS/CRA/3/AE.SQUARROSA (190)' (selection history 

CASS94Y00042S-32PR-1B-0M-0Y) and the German spring wheat cv. 'Naxos' (pedigree 

Tordo/St.Mir808-Bastion//Miranet), and is referred to as SY*Naxos in the text below. The 

third population consisted of 181 F6 RIL lines and was developed by single descent pedigree 

from the cross SHA3/CBRD*Naxos. SHA3/CBRD is a spring type breeding line from 

CIMMYT with pedigree ‘Shanghai-3//Chuanmai 18/Bagula’ and selection history “-0SHG-

6GH-0FGR-0FGR-0Y” (later referred as SHA3/CBRD*Naxos). Populations 2 and 3 were 

genotyped with iSelect 90K wheat chip from Illumina, which contains a total of 81,587 SNP 

markers (Wang et al. 2014). The genotypes were called using the Genome Studio V2011.1. 

Genetic linkage groups were created using the MultiPoint Ultradense software, with a cutoff 

of maximum missing data 18, minimum size of bound together markers 3, recombination 

fraction 0.3, LOD threshold 2.0. Anchoring of markers from the 90K SNP chip was based on 

BLASTN searches against BAC sequences. Matches with >=99% identity and 100% coverage 

of marker locus were accepted for anchoring BAC sequences. 
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c. Utilizing the syntenic conservation between bread wheat and Brachypodium, rice, and 

sorghum to align 7BL physical contigs.   

The third approach to arrange physical contigs along the chromosome is the use of the 

GenomeZipper approach which is based on the syntenic conservation of local gene order in 

grasses. In the recent work of (Pfeifer et al. 2014) the linear order of 57,903 bread wheat 

genes has been predicted for all wheat chromosomes on the basis of transciptome data and 

integration of syntenic gene content information from rice, Brachypodium and sorghum and 

gene order information from barley (Pfeifer et al. 2014). We have used transcripts placed on 

the 7B Triticeae prototype chromosome (Pfeifer et al. 2014) in BLASTN search against the 

7B BAC sequences. Blast hits with >=99% identity and covering at least 10% of the query 

sequence were accepted for anchoring a BAC sequence. 

 

Results  

Building 7BL physical contigs and BAC-by-BAC sequencing 

In total 72,960 7BL BAC clones were finger printed, representing >12x coverage of the long 

arm of bread wheat chromosome 7B. Only clones with high fingerprint quality (~80%) were 

used in the analysis (Table 1). The final LTC-based physical contig assembly obtained after 

manual editing and end-to-end merging included 47,013 of the fingerprinted 7BL BAC 

clones, excluding singleton BAC clones (Table 1). These contigs covered ~470 Mbp of the 

sequence length of 7BL based on estimates of virtual band length (~1.2 kbp) and number of 

bands for each clone. In the first round of paired end sequencing of 7BL MTP BAC clones, 

sequences were obtained for 5,808 BACs with an average coverage of ~48X. Within this set 

of BACs, 1,183 had low sequencing coverage (<20X) and were re-sequenced together with 

BACs for which sequencing had failed. The average MTP-BAC overlap was estimated to 

about 30% based on the sequence data (not shown), in concordance with the expected MTP 

BAC overlap.  After the second round of sequencing, more than 95% of MTP BACs had a 

coverage of > 20X. The assembly statistics are presented in table 2. The number of contigs 

obtained was 105,445 summing up to ~538 Mbp with a N50 of 17.5Kb. After including the 

sequences from the 10Kb and 20Kb mate-pair libraries for scaffolding, assembly N50 was 

improved by 6.2-fold (Table 2). The mean number of sequences per BAC clone decreased 

from 19 to 7. The final MTP for 7BL (after inclusion of sequence data) consists of 125 
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unordered physical contigs (Table 3, supplementary table 1). For a list of the 125 7BL 

physical contigs with corresponding BAC clones, please see supplementary table 1. 

 

Anchoring of the 7BL MTP-contigs to genetic and molecular maps 

In order to anchor the 7BL physical contigs we proceeded to integrate the 7BL physical map 

with the 7B deletion bin map, genetic maps and 7B Triticeae map.  

a) Deletion bin mapping 

Using the sequences of the 3,671 bin mapped contigs/scaffolds from (Belova et al. 2014) we 

assigned 105 7BL physical contigs  to seven deletion bins along the long arm of chromosome 

7B (Fig.1, Table 5). The number of physical contigs assigned to bins ranged from 5 to 33. The 

cumulative length of bin mapped contigs was estimated to represent ~97% of the 7BL 

sequence scaffold length. By the nature of deletion bin mapping, the physical contigs within 

bins are unordered. An example of the map of bins 7BL_0.4-0.45 and 7BL_0.45_0.63 is 

shown in Figure 2, each containing 6 physical contigs.  

 

b) Recombination mapping 

A physical BAC contig can be assigned unambiguously to a specific genetic location if it 

contains markers that do not hit sequences present in BACs of another BAC contig. The core 

resource for ordering physical contigs along the 7B chromosome in our study was high-

density genetic map produced from CS*Renan population, because cv. CS is the reference for 

wheat chromosome genome sequencing and physical mapping. For anchoring SNP sequences 

from 420K Axiom SNP chip we performed BLAST filtering with relaxed criteria (i.e. CSS vs 

BACs we have retained hits with minimum coverage of 10% and >=99% identity). To 

increase the reliability of physical contig anchoring, only markers from CS*Renan map that 

are associated with BACs in single physical contig were considered for further analysis. The 

CS*Renan map contained 4438 markers distributed over 308 unique loci spanning 127.3 cM. 

In total, 52% of the SNP markers on the genetic map were anchored to 7B BAC clones of 

which 98.6 % belonged to specific BAC contigs. An example of genetic mapping within the 

bins 7BL_0.4-0.45 and 7BL_0.45-0.63 is shown in Figure 2. After selecting markers which (i) 

belong to unique IWGSC survey sequence contigs, (ii) have unique genetic position and (iii) 
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hit BACs in not more than one physical contig, 1211 markers were identified.  These provided 

anchor points for 76 of the 7BL physical contigs (Table 4, Table 5). 

Among these, 289 were anchored to 7BL BAC clones belonging to 52 7BL BAC physical 

contigs. Thirdly, the 7B linkage map built from the SHA3/CBRD*Naxos population 

contained 594 markers with a total genetic map length of 100,67 cM. Of these, 321 markers 

anchored to 247 unique 7BL BAC clones providing anchoring information for 46 7BL 

physical contigs (Table 4, Supplementary table 2). The 7B linkage map obtained from 

genotyping the SY*Naxos population contained 623 markers with a total length of 220.2 cM 

(Supplementary table 3). For SY*Naxos and SHA3/CBRD*Naxos populations we have 

included markers associated with single physical contig and also have reported positions for 

contigs which have evidence from CS*Renan and 7B Triticea prototype map. 

To assess the power of high-density genetic mapping in resolving BAC contig ordering, we 

investigated the distribution of 7BL physical scaffolds per genetic position in the Ren*CS 

population (Fig.3). Only markers that are associated with BACs in single physical scaffolds 

were considered in this analysis. From the results it is evident that the resolution of the genetic 

map is not uniform along the length of the chromosome and that the resolution is particularly 

low in the centromeric region. The number of anchored physical contigs per genetic position 

varied between the distal, middle and centromeric parts of 7BL chromosome arm. The highest 

resolution was observed for the middle part of 7BL. The number of anchored contigs did not 

exceed 2 for the distal parts while up to 5 physical contigs were anchored to single genetic 

position for the centromeric region of 7BL chromosome arm (Fig.3).  

Ordering of the 7B physical contigs based on collinearity to other Triticeae genomes 

An additional anchoring strategy applied in this study is the so-called GenomeZipper 

approach. This method exploits a set of genes which are highly conserved among the wheat, 

rice, Brachypodium and sorghum genomes to deduce the virtual order of genes along the 

wheat chromosomes. In total, 583 syntenic genes were included in this analysis. Among them 

97% (563/583) were orthologs from Brachypodium, 77% (449/583) from rice and 84% 

(492/583) from sorghum. Regions with conserved gene content to wheat chromosome 7B 

encompassed Brachypodium chromosomes 1 and 3, rice chromosomes 6 and 8 and regions on 

sorghum chromosomes 7 and 10 (Fig. 4, Supplementary table 4). Figure 4 illustrates the 

synteny relationship between 7BL and chromosomes 1 and 3 of Brachypodium. The 

subcentromeric region on 7BL showed synteny to Brachypodium chromosome 3, and the 
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distal part of the arm was syntenic to Brachypodium chromosome 1. An example of synteny 

mapping within the bins 7BL_0.4-0.45 and 7BL_0.45-0.63 is shown in Figure 2. The number 

of zipper-based markers per physical scaffold ranged from 1 to 31. The density of genic 

markers per physical scaffold correlated well the length scaffold length; short physical 

scaffolds were anchored with fewer markers than larger scaffolds. The mean length of the 

anchored and unanchored physical scaffolds was 49 and 9 clones, respectively.  

A draft version of chromosome 7BL  

In total, among the 125 7BL physical contigs 109 7BL physical contigs representing ~514 

Mbp of the 7B sequence scaffold is assigned positional information. Among these, 4 lack a 

bin position. Nighty six physical contigs (~503 Mbp of the 7B sequence scaffolds) were 

assigned either a genetic and/or a 7B Triticeae map position, whereas 13 were assigned only a 

bin position. Among these 96 anchored physical contigs, 96% could be oriented relative to 

each other. Figure 2 illustrates an example of ordering physical contigs within two 7BL 

deletion bins (7BL_0.4_0.45 and 7BL_0.45_0.63) as well as the contribution of different 

maps to ordering. In total, there are 12 physical scaffolds placed into these two bins. Of these, 

10 were ordered based on the genetic maps and synteny map whereas the placement of one 

physical contig (7BLctg61) was inferred solely from synteny based map. In total, among 125 

7BL physical contigs, only 16 of them, covering only ~9Mb (1.7%) of the 7B sequence 

scaffolds, remained without positional information.   

Discussion 

The generation of the integrated physical and genetic map is challenging in hexaploid wheat 

and it is apparent from recent reports on wheat physical mapping (Philippe et al. 2013; Paux 

et al. 2008; Raats et al. 2013) that multiple resources are required to build a sequential order 

of physical contigs along the chromosome. The present study is part of the Norwegian 

participation in the International Wheat Genome Sequencing Consortium (IWGSC) which 

aims to sequence bread wheat chromosome arms using the strategy of constructing BAC-

based physical maps prior to sequencing. The estimated size of 7BL is 540 Mb and the LTC-

based physical map is comprised of 125 physical contigs that have on the average 360 BAC 

clones per physical contig. The sequence assembly of the MTP BACs of 7B covers ~94% of 

the estimated chromosome 7B size (Table 2). Based on the sequences of the MTP BACs, the 

anchoring of the physical contigs was performed in silico by DNA sequence homology 

searches of BACs against marker sequences. One complication using this approach for 
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anchoring is that a single marker may hits several locations in the MTP. One possible 

explanation for such behavior is duplicated regions of the genome. In this case, markers 

cannot be unambiguously placed on the genetic maps. Another explanation for multiple hits is 

that a marker is located in the overlap-region of two MTP-contigs and that these contigs were 

not merged because of poor clone overlap at BAC-fingerprint level. The latter situation may 

be resolved by a detailed examination of the fingerprints and sequences of the region in 

question. A third possibility is that a marker mapping to different locations in the MTP contig 

is caused by errors in BAC contig assembly or in BAC sequencing. To increase the accuracy 

of physical contig mapping in our analysis, we used markers assigned to single physical 

contig. However, if physical contig had stong evidence from one map we report its position 

from other maps if the positions are not inconsistent. Generally we manually examined the 

consistency of marker positions within contigs. 

In this study we have determined the order of 87 % of 7BL physical contigs, using a three step 

strategy. In the first step using bin-mapping, we assigned 105 7BL physical scaffolds to 7 

deletion bins (Table 5, Fig. 1). Even though the size of the deletion bins are quite large 

(ranging from the 20 to 155Mb), making it impossible to access the order of contigs within 

the bin, it provided essential information for the initial assignment of the physical contigs 

along the chromosome (Table 5). 

In the second step of building the integrated 7BL physical map we established the order of 

physical contigs within each deletion bin using genetic maps from three crosses (Table 5). 

Comparing the bin map assignment with the genetic map revealed a high level of accuracy 

between bin map position and Renan*CS genetic position.  

It is well known that the main limitation of genetic mapping in wheat, as well as in other plant 

species including maize, barley, Arabidopsis and rice is the failure to fully resolve the order of 

the contigs in the (peri) centromeric compartments. The effect of this is that high numbers of 

physical contigs map to the same genetic position. In our study this was reflected by the 

mapping of up to 5 physical contigs to a single genetic position in the centromeric region (Fig. 

3). In total, genetic information provided anchoring for 83 of 7BL physical scaffolds (Table 

5). The order for most of the 7BL physical contigs within distal bins 7BL_0.63-0.69* and 

7BL_0.69*_1.00 were derived from the 7B genetic maps. 

In the third step of 7B map building, the order of physical contigs unresolved by genetic 

mapping was obtained from the 7B Triticeae prototype map. Even though there are 
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rearrangements between the genetic map and the synteny map that presumably correspond to 

true genome rearrangements (Fig. 4), there are identifiable blocks of genes which are collinear 

between wheat and Brachypodium allowing us to deduce the order of physical scaffolds. For 

example, the region covering bin 7BL_0.4-0.45 and bin 7BL_0.45_063 represents a 

Brachypodium inversion compared to wheat (Fig. 2). Synteny-based mapping provided the 

framework for integration and deduction of the virtual order of 55 physical scaffolds on 7BL. 

The order of 13 physical scaffolds within bins was established solely upon synteny 

information (Table 5). The syntenic integration based on information from rice, sorghum and 

Brachypodium proved to be especially valuable for regions with limited genetic resolution, 

i.e. centromeric regions (Table 5, Supplementary table 5). As shown in table 5 the order of 

contigs within the centromeric bins 7BL_0-0.14 and 7BL_0.14_033 was obtained mainly 

based on the synteny map. The combination of genetic and synteny-based mapping data 

allowed us to allocate 96 of the 7BL physical contigs into a proposed linear order with 96% 

having a unique anchoring position (table 5). Fifty nine 7BL physical contigs were anchored 

in very reliable way based on evidence from bin map, genetic map(s) and synteny map (Table 

5). Placement of 37 7BL physical contigs was supported by bin map and genetic or synteny 

maps, or synteny and genetic maps (Table 5). In the current study, 16 (12.8%) of 7BL 

physical contigs remained unanchored to the 7B map, representing only 1.7% of the 7B 

sequence scaffolds. Most of unanchored contigs contained a small number of BACs. 

One of the further strategies to anchor unplaced physical contigs is to develop molecular 

markers specific to the unanchored contigs and screen BAC pools, deletion stocks and genetic 

populations to determine their chromosomal positions. Additionally, genome mapping on 

nanochannel arrays (Hastie et al. 2013) and optical mapping (Zhou et al. 2009) successfully 

applied in other genome projects can provide an additional layer of mapping information in 

future studies.  
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Figure legends 

 

Fig.1 Distribution of physical contigs along sevem 7BL deletion bins 

Fig.2 Contig ordering in 7BL_0.4-0.45 and 7BL_0.45-0.63 deletion bins showing the 

contribution of each map to the placement of 12 7BL physical contigs 

Fig.3 Distribution of 7BL physical contigs per genetic position in the CS*Renan population 

Fig.4 Synteny relationship between 7BL and chromosomes 1 and 3 of Brachypodium 
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Supplementary table 1. List of 7BL physical contigs with corresponding BAC clones 

Supplementary table 2. 7B genetic map obtained from SHA3/CBRD*Naxos population 

Supplementary table 3. 7B genetic map obtained from SY*Naxos population 

Supplementary table 4. 7B Triticeae prototype map 

Supplementary table 5. Ordering of 7BL physical contigs based on bin map, genetic maps 

and synteny-based map 
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Tables 

Table 1. Summary statistics for the final version of LTC-based BAC contigs and 7BL MTP. 

 

 Statistics 7BL 

Assumed arm size (Mbp) 540 

BAC insert size 136Kb 

BAC fingerprints total 72,960 

BACs fingerprints filtered 60,798 

Virtual band size (kbp) 1.2 

Number of singletons 13,785 (23%) 

Clones in contigs (total) 47,013 

BACs in MTP 5,229 

Clones in contigs with ≥6 clones 45,087 

Total number of contigs 716 

Number of contigs with ≥6 clones 125 

estimated coverage (%)* 87% 

Contigs N50 (clones/Kb*) 469/ 4,458 

Contigs L50 34 

Number of contigs ≥ 5 clones (MTP) 252 

  

* Based on the assumptions of arm sizes and virtual band size 
 

Table 2. Summary statistics for the final 7BL BAC contigs and scaffolds 

Statistics Contigs Scaffolds 

Number of sequences 105,445 40,677 

Total size 538 523 

N50 17,525 110,347 

N80 5,815 22,776 

average 5,107 12,873 

No.Seq/BAC 19 7 

 

Table 3. Summary statistics for 7BL MTP-contig assembly.  

Statistics 7BL 

No. MTP-contig clones 5561 

No. MTP contig 125 

Clones per MTP contig/min/max 44.8 / 1 / 219 

Total Kbp 529407 

Arm coverage* 98 % 
* Assuming estimated size 7BL of 540Mb 
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Table 4. Chromosome7B genetic maps 

Statistics Re*CS SY*Nax SHA3/CBRD*Nax 

number of markers on the linkage group 4438 623 594 

number unique loci 308 71 38 

genetic length cM 127.3 220 100.67 

number of markers mapped to 7BL BACs 1259 289 247 

7BL supercontigs 76 52 46 
 

 



bin contigs nclones CS*Renan Sh3CBRDxNaxos Sy*Naxos Triticeae  map
7BL_0-0.14 ctg25 1082 ctg25,ctg15, ctg18,ctg24, ctg2,ctg_13_90 ctg42 ctg25
7BL_0-0.14 ctg15 1429 ctg42, ctg10 ctg10 ctg42,ctg10 ctg15
7BL_0-0.14 ctg18 1046 ctg18
7BL_0-0.14 ctg55 231 ctg55
7BL_0-0.14 ctg24 391 ctg24
7BL_0-0.14 ctg2 1139 ctg2 ctg2, ctg_13_90
7BL_0-0.14 ctg_13_90 679 ctg42
7BL_0-0.14 ctg42 473 ctg115
7BL_0-0.14 ctg115 47 ctg71
7BL_0-0.14 ctg114 48 ctg77
7BL_0-0.14 ctg123 26 ctg10
7BL_0-0.14 ctg52 208
7BL_0-0.14 ctg71 185
7BL_0-0.14 ctg77 181
7BL_0-0.14 ctg10 675
7BL_0.14-0.33 ctg69 198 ctg46, ctg23 ctg69
7BL_0.14-0.33 ctg26 371 ctg50 ctg26
7BL_0.14-0.33 ctg46 589 ctg46
7BL_0.14-0.33 ctg65 356 ctg65
7BL_0.14-0.33 ctg23 433 ctg23
7BL_0.14-0.33 ctg50 290
7BL_0.33-0.4 ctg83 136 ctg83 ctg_41_16_143 ctg_41_16_143,ctg_6_88 ctg_41_16_143
7BL_0.33-0.4 ctg_41_16_143 887 ctg_6_88 ctg_6_88 ctg_6_88
7BL_0.33-0.4 ctg_6_88 898 ctg47, ctg7 ctg5
7BL_0.33-0.4 ctg5 500 ctg_17_67
7BL_0.33-0.4 ctg_17_67 386 ctg38
7BL_0.33-0.4 ctg38 170 ctg47
7BL_0.33-0.4 ctg47 771 ctg7
7BL_0.33-0.4 ctg101 66
7BL_0.33-0.4 ctg113 104
7BL_0.33-0.4 ctg133 9
7BL_0.33-0.4 ctg4 91
7BL_0.33-0.4 ctg40 113
7BL_0.33-0.4 ctg7* 966
7BL_0.4-0.45 ctg9 871 ctg9 ctg_34_53 ctg9, ctg_30_74 ctg9
7BL_0.4-0.45 ctg84 136 ctg84 ctg_30_74 ctg21
7BL_0.4-0.45 ctg21 433 ctg21 ctg_34_53
7BL_0.4-0.45 ctg_34_53 879 ctg_34_53 ctg_30_74
7BL_0.4-0.45 ctg_30_74* 1474 ctg_30_74
7BL_0.45-0.63 ctg8 1112 ctg8 ctg8,ctg_12_33 ctg8, ctg_12_33 ctg8
7BL_0.45-0.63 ctg_12_33 1585 ctg_12_33 ctg39 ctg39, ctg100 ctg_12_33
7BL_0.45-0.63 ctg61 298 ctg39 ctg100 ctg61
7BL_0.45-0.63 ctg39 732 ctg39
7BL_0.45-0.63 ctg100 72 ctg100
7BL_0.45-0.63 ctg96 91
7BL_0.63-0.69* ctg_43_116 638 ctg_43_116 ctg_43_116 ctg_43_116 ctg_43_116
7BL_0.63-0.69* ctg87 222 ctg22 ctg22 ctg22 ctg87
7BL_0.63-0.69* ctg22 1413 ctg85 ctg11 ctg11 ctg22
7BL_0.63-0.69* ctg85 190 ctg11 ctg117, ctg99 ctg117, ctg99 ctg85
7BL_0.63-0.69* ctg11 643 ctg1 ctg54, ctg45,ctg49 ctg45, ctg49, ctg51,ctg80 ctg11
7BL_0.63-0.69* ctg117 49 ctg28 ctg51 ctg_103_cl697 ctg110
7BL_0.63-0.69* ctg110 97 ctg_78 ctg_103_cl697 ctg_72_36_37,ctg93,ctg68 ctg99
7BL_0.63-0.69* ctg99 75 ctg54 ctg35 ctg35 ctg1
7BL_0.63-0.69* ctg1 920 ctg45 ctg_73_109,ctg27,ctg44 ctg44 ctg28
7BL_0.63-0.69* ctg28 1945 ctg128 ctg31, ctg29 ctg_78
7BL_0.63-0.69* ctg_78 174 ctg49 ctg54
7BL_0.63-0.69* ctg54 452 ctg112 ctg45
7BL_0.63-0.69* ctg45 272 ctg70 ctg51
7BL_0.63-0.69* ctg128 20 ctg51 ctg_103_cl697
7BL_0.63-0.69* ctg49 494 ctg_103_cl697, ctg76, ctg80 ctg76
7BL_0.63-0.69* ctg112 54 ctg_72_36_37 ctg80
7BL_0.63-0.69* ctg70 230 ctg68 ctg_72_36_37
7BL_0.63-0.69* ctg51 300 ctg35 ctg35
7BL_0.63-0.69* ctg_103_cl697 246 ctg_73_109 ctg_73_109
7BL_0.63-0.69* ctg76 178 ctg27 ctg27
7BL_0.63-0.69* ctg80 147 ctg44 ctg44
7BL_0.63-0.69* ctg93 65 ctg31 ctg31
7BL_0.63-0.69* ctg_72_36_37 963 ctg29,ctg_79a_129 ctg29
7BL_0.63-0.69* ctg68 359 ctg_79a_129
7BL_0.63-0.69* ctg35 1454
7BL_0.63-0.69* ctg_73_109 307
7BL_0.63-0.69* ctg27 760
7BL_0.63-0.69* ctg44 272
7BL_0.63-0.69* ctg31 404
7BL_0.63-0.69* ctg29 436
7BL_0.63-0.69* ctg_79a_129 101
7BL_0.63-0.69* ctg122 27
7BL_0.63-0.69* ctg127 23
7BL_0.63-0.69* ctg135 8
7BL_0.69*-1.00 ctg_79b 502 ctg_79b ctg_79b ctg_79b ctg_79b
7BL_0.69*-1.00 ctg66 205 ctg66 ctg66 ctg66 ctg66
7BL_0.69*-1.00 ctg119 40 ctg19 ctg119 ctg48 ctg19
7BL_0.69*-1.00 ctg19 449 ctg_81_86_cl4550 ctg_81_86_cl4550,ctg48 ctg62 ctg48
7BL_0.69*-1.00 ctg_81_86_cl4550 346 ctg48 ctg62,ctg20 ctg_75_98a ctg62
7BL_0.69*-1.00 ctg48 451 ctg124 ctg_75_98a,ctg_82_89 ctg_82_89 ctg20
7BL_0.69*-1.00 ctg124 53 ctg3 ctg_32_121_106_60 ctg_32_121_106_60 ctg_75_98a
7BL_0.69*-1.00 ctg3 75 ctg62 ctg59 ctg59,ctg131,ctg63 ctg_82_89
7BL_0.69*-1.00 ctg62 683 ctg20 ctg64,ctg58,ctg118,ctg97 ctg118 ctg_32_121_106_60
7BL_0.69*-1.00 ctg20 728 ctg_75_98a ctg_98b_57_108 ctg97 ctg59
7BL_0.69*-1.00 ctg_75_98a 460 ctg_82_89 ctg_98b_57_108 ctg63
7BL_0.69*-1.00 ctg_82_89 501 ctg94 ctg64 ctg_82_89 ctg94
7BL_0.69*-1.00 ctg94 107 ctg_32_121_106_60 ctg58
7BL_0.69*-1.00 ctg_32_121_106_60 681 ctg111,ctg126 ctg118
7BL_0.69*-1.00 ctg111 70 ctg59 ctg97
no ctg126 23 ctg63 ctg_98b_57_108 ctg63 ctg131
7BL_0.69*-1.00 ctg59 377 ctg56
no ctg131 11 ctg64
7BL_0.69*-1.00 ctg63 206 ctg58
no ctg56 298 ctg118
7BL_0.69*-1.00 ctg64 203 ctg132
7BL_0.69*-1.00 ctg58 47 ctg97
7BL_0.69*-1.00 ctg118 44 ctg107
no ctg132 9 ctg_98b_57_108
7BL_0.69*-1.00 ctg97 153 ctg105
7BL_0.69*-1.00 ctg107 56 ctg102
7BL_0.69*-1.00 ctg_98b_57_108 350
7BL_0.69*-1.00 ctg105 63
7BL_0.69*-1.00 ctg102 66
7BL_0.69*-1.00 ctg95 93

physical contigs anchored based on  evidence from bin map, genetic map(s) and synteny map 
physical contigs anchored based on evidence from two resources (bin map and genetic or synteny map, or synteny and genetic maps)
physical contigs have only bin position

ctg97
ctg107

ctg_98b_57_108
ctg105
ctg102

ctg59

ctg56
ctg64
ctg58
ctg118
ctg132

ctg3
ctg62
ctg20

ctg_75_98a

ctg_32_121_106_60
ctg111,ctg126

ctg66
ctg119
ctg19

ctg_81_86_cl4550
ctg48
ctg124

ctg27
ctg44
ctg31
ctg29

ctg_79a_129

ctg_79b

ctg76
ctg80

ctg_72_36_37
ctg93,ctg68

ctg35
ctg_73_109

ctg128
ctg49
ctg112
ctg70
ctg51

ctg_103_cl697

ctg99
ctg1

ctg28
ctg_78
ctg54
ctg45

ctg87
ctg22
ctg85
ctg11
ctg117
ctg110

ctg8
ctg_12_33

ctg61
ctg39
ctg100

ctg_43_116

ctg7

ctg9
ctg84
ctg21

ctg_34_53
ctg_30_74

ctg_41_16_143
ctg_6_88

ctg5
ctg_17_67

ctg38
ctg47

ctg26
ctg46
ctg65
ctg23
ctg50
ctg83

ctg42
ctg115
ctg71
ctg77
ctg10

ctg69

final order
ctg25
ctg15
ctg18
ctg55
ctg24

Table 5. Contribution of different maps to the first draft order of physical contigs along 7BL 
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